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poi a gentlenan sitting by arose and said, |

hand of ‘the president gave him my name,
He laughed with his friend over my confession that T had Keard little of the spiritual-
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“down east.” "Besides, I had been
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have decided that refusingto take
newspapers and periodicals from the
t-oflice, or
POMOVIOR and 1éAving them uncalled for, is prima
Jacié evi
of intentional fraud.
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A fellow-

many a pretty landscape painting, and I
thought I had seldom beheld a prettier scene
than the one presented to our view from the

4

—

J, M. W, FARNHAM.

dont

Discords.+o
OB

WasmiNGTON, D.'C., Sept. 14.
With the “Sunny South” on all sides of
us for‘ study, we forget the cozy cliffs by

It had some grains of truth, at least,

Thas fable of the Sybarite,
For whom, becahse one ledf was creased,
The rose-strewn couch had no delight.

the sea; and the excitement of life at Long

1 thiuk uot not evel sanguine youth
|

A dittle painenn mar much joy.

Branch'or Saratoga.
Had we lingered by the sea with its boundless beauties,
we should have

"Tis pity, that one thwarting thought,
Oné adverse chinee, one sudden fear
Or sharp regret, can frn to naught™
The full content that seemed so near !
But this strange life of ours abounds

been

lost

-in

mental abstraction and Teft our ‘Summer's
work to the winds. The attention to one’s
toilet ,and its changes demanded in fashionable

life, would

axe

Wadd

more

than

rested us,

With moles so subtle, they afford

A thousand discords and harsh sounds

In lieu

For ane barmenious, perfect chord.
;
;
— Chambers’ Journal.

of all such delights, we take long

drives into a country wholly new to us.
After
a few days of brain work, one of
these ‘drives ‘is the most exhilarating of

tonics for brain or body.

Ramblings.

Dressed

skirts, high boots, duster, and

We léft Boston at seven o’cloek, Monday
morning.
Passing through the beautiful

town of Newton, with its pleasant little vil-

sun

in short
hat, we

are ready for walking or driving.

Yesterday we

drove

into Maryland,

from

in’ the

Fort

Carroll

diréction ‘of Fort

lages, our, course lay through Framingham
to Fitchburg, where we joined the train for

Washington. The scenery along the river
road is full of beauty. ‘Every spot about

Bellows Falls. Crossing the line, we are
soon'in the vieinity of the city of Keene, N

the hills ‘and ‘valleys of Gricboro’,
(Clarroll, and Fort Prebble, i§ marked’

H. Here the country becomes more hilly and
the scenery quite interesting.

At Bellows Falls a few new buildings are
going up on the stream connected with the

main

fastories;, but aside

place seems little changed

from this
since we

the
were

here before, more than a dozen years ago.
From; here the engine commences to climb
the Green Mountains, dragging its heavy
train’ along the steep sides and through the

narrow defifes.

For a short time we look-

Fort
with

historical interést. During the war, white
tents dotted all'this fair land. Here were

immense army hospitals; and many of the
buildings are still to be seen. Here thegreat stampede of horses’ occurred, when
30,000 broke the ‘carroll, and becoming
frightened, frantically rushed in all directions over the country. Hundreds were
killed, 40d &" “great number Growned by
plunging into the river.
\

After reaching Grisboro’ Kill, we stopped

ed down npon the Comnectiout river, but ‘beside the evergreens to look at the pictures
soon left it far behind; plunging away into

behind us.

the mountains.

to us, our

At Chester

the

delegates

The cool, fresh

senses

inhaling

air floated

up

the

so

beauty

of a Spiritualist Convention, which had just

eagerly that we drew a long inspiration to

great numbers and fine spirits, . I was: sur-

The hights of Arlington gre: 'a conspicuous background of historical ‘grandeur.
The valley bél8w is touched by the silvery

closed its session, chme into the cars in assure ourselves if we breathed at all,

prised to pee so many people,

where

there

irs be so smalls town, and inquired
if Chester had” boiled over, Somewhat
shocked at the idea of such an accident, they
4

replied, * Oh, no, there
has been a Spiritual
ists’ Convention here.”

I told the one near-

est to mé, that I had bee® so situated (fortunately) that I had heard but little of the

Spirittalists for some twenty years past,
and inguired,if there had been much change
in their belief and practices, <He said they

spoke and wrote under inspiration, ‘without
going into any particular state (or agony.)

“ The nspiration alluded to is that of the

Holy Spirit I suppose,” said I. ‘¢ The spirit
of truth,’ said he, ‘‘ the same spirit alluded to im the!Old Testament.” “And he “continued «The angel that so often appeared

in the form of man in'Old Testament times

was this same spirit of truth.”

part as they felt moved, making remarks on
spiritualism or ‘any other subject.

sheen of the sparkling river,and in front of
all, the majestic Capitol glitters like a
granite mountain adorned with diamonds,

Spires gleam in all directions. "The Treasury building, spreading its white wings to
cover so many government employes, looks
the personification of purity; but alas, virtue is a grace lightly esteemed there. The
memory of more than one beauty will be’

haunted by the pictures of peace and purity
that were the crown of
hood before entering this
of unhallowed influence.
good and noble women

their happy girllong sought goal
' There are many
employed there,

and men with irreproachable characters;
but they can not shield the low and vile
from just censure, ‘We covet forno friend
of ourg'a place in this department.

I felt very, much instructed and ventured
to inquire How the ‘convention was conduéted.
;
He told me it was opened with a free conference, in which all; were invited to: take
Af a lat-

er hout' the convention was organized and
then were formal addresses upon given. topios, generally bearing upon some: of the
great reforms of the day. They {believed

ed us that the flies had made at Tald | on ur
horse. We gathered out arms full of Aspara-

gus and decorated our “Billy Button” with,

green’ branches, which’ he gincefully

DOES

af
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Events’ of the Week.

of

these were

inclosed

by osage

orange

hedges, left to grow untrimmed. Ever-

by groves of stately trees interspersed with
evergreens. The fruit orchards exceed in
size and luxuriant growth. any we have yet
seen. Wa passed acres of peach orchards,
the trees bending to the ground with their

weight of great red-cheeked Craywfords and
other varieties conspicuous for size and
beauty. The pear orchards were wonderful for their healthy and vigorous growth

and for the quality of the fruit,

en

We ate of

giali, now/a

—

article in the issue for September, which
will at once justify and illustrate all that we

have said in his praise.
cal and wicked

overtaken tyranni-

series of portraits in a few bold strokes, and
epitomizes the stories of their downfall:
The empire is in peace because it is in
silence. But suddénly a conspiracy of the
palace, of the barracks, or of the seraglio

thrive

like this in Maryland, we are wondering
what kind of a yield they usually haye!
Corn is not an extra crop this season, but to
reach the top of a great deal Wwe saw, one

The Patent and Post, Office buildings; eing opposite each other, look from our point
of observation

standing

to. be

one

immense block,

away from any prominent’

ob-

ject.

protruding on all sides.

We drove through some pine thickets ; fon
no heavy. tim“Bellmout,” a

farm near Broad Stream,
The road had
been very smooth and nearly level, but now
we came to a rough descent, and turning
suddenly, an army of black heads seemed

Washington' s monument looks lonely and

were

bob-

bing their htads"out of broken window
panes andi véntilators! in ‘the! clapboards.
We counted twenty,.and stopped to nod to
the fanny apparitions whose eyes and ivory
illuminated, the side of the house, in honor
of our salute, - Follewing tie by-pathi we

memories of those

who

have

so

liberally

or runs, where the level meadow: lands
stretched far up the valleys.
The gradual

and

steep

hillsides

were

dotted

with what, one can not see in many parts of

are easily designated by the flying sails and

orchards,

vessels at anchor ‘along the wharf. ' The
Potomac , Winds through the picture and
forms here the central aitraction in the

turnips, cabbages and
ranges in price, from

great
and

pear,

large

dollars per acre, and

peach,
market

and apple
gardens ‘of

melons, The land
fifty to twenty-five
only ten, twelve; and

finest markets in'the U,.S.

these enterprises. The churches always opposed every reforni, till all the work was
accomplished, then they whipped into the

sails. Ferry) boats, schooners, and steamers
are moving in all directions.

the climate.

‘traces and claimed all the glory.

valleys are mét

ing a succession of crops, and. a climate
that admits this, may work wonders for

slopes

winding

the’ public.

country, and

sessions

‘and

terrors,

half

mad,

died

ty they kept to’ themselves.

formers these are!

Nichhe

debauch

; tH

pretorian

who

brandished

a

the wrath

of the

people.

turns

this

off
lance

dethrones him,

As

geance. As he has corrupted all consciences,

physician hung to the bridle of his horse to

His

life

may

have

been

one of omnipotence and of pleasure, but
his_death, that beginning of immortality
to great souls, is misery and pain.
‘Studying the end of despots, T have been
sure of the immortality of man, the eternity of human life, because it is in- their

agony that justice begins for them. Roman
history is the experimental physiology of
despotism.
Augustus, who dies in his bed,
dies with a sardonic smile on his lips,

with

prinsed 8000 shares; and where the amount
charged to the same! in: the list was 20
shares, the Sun printed it 2000 shares. Col.
McComb himself has also made the statenient that in the evidence, as printed, damaging parts were given ‘without the connect* and modifying links.
E SOLDIERS AND SAILORS' CONVENTION.

the

letters of their vassals ? Is not each vassal
a victim, and'is not: each victim a walking
corps, without conscience and without soul,

because these die exhausted where there is
no liberty ?: ‘And these victims inspire in
they will or

a ad

m—y

-

&
i

campaign. It was largely attended, was
enthusiastic, and ‘withal quite a creditable:
gathering, . Rousing speeches were made
by General Burnside, Governor Geary and
others, General ; Hawley was president of:
the convention, and when he called for an

Sr

“There is no river in the world Tike the
Jordan ; none so wonderful
in its historic
memories, none so hallowed in its sacred
associations, and none so remarkable in its
physical geography. Tt is emphatically
‘the river’ of the Holy Land. It has been
more or less intimately connected with all
the great events of Scripture history from
the patriarchs to the apostles. Its banks
have been the scene of the most stupen-.
dous miracles of judgment, power, and
love the earth ever witnessed. When the
fire of heaven had burnt up Sodom’s guilty
cities and polluted plain, the waters of the

expression of opinion it was unanimously in
favor of Grant. It maybe said that was
just what the convention was called for, and

that of course Grant, would be indorsed.
Be it so. It was a creditable thing that so

many patriots could be gathered to indorse
-him, and he may wel feel proud of the fuct.
A letter was also received, signed by a large
npmber of ex-Confederate soldiers sympa-

ed sensuality.

‘When he was in prison the

Confederates is that they did not wish tokeep alive unpleasant memories, and that,

of Hermon, is like the mouth of other rivars, on the level of the ocean.
It descends

after all, the flags had not been put in a Iumber<room. But from trustworthy sources it
appears that the flags have really been gathered together and throwm intoa heap in a
storehouse connected with the st#te capitol.
This insult to our national soldiers seems to
be one of: the incidents of *¢ clasping hands
across the bloody chasm.”
TAMMANY : AND APOLLO;
An extraordinary meeting of Sachems of
Tammany has been called «in referenée to-

fourteen miles from Washington, one of the
We are happily disappointed in the productivness of the land, and delighted with

Land that is adapted to) rais-

killed him with a thousand

wounds,

mash-

the'tropics, while at its northern end

we

]
next have a region of perpetual snow.
in a
magnificent catafalque - the body of » her
A woman who had been a prominent
husband, dressed in the uniform of a Rus- lectyrer on infidelity ¢ame to her dying
sian general. ‘The Russians:have a custom pillow. Being much disturbed in her
of kissing the lips of the corpses of their mind, her friends gathered ‘about her and
friends. = The masses kissed the corpses of exhorted her to “hold on 't¢ the last.”
the czars. When they kissed the lips of Pe- “Yes, I have no objection to holding on,”
ter III. they drank the poison, and sudden said the dying woman, “bat will you tell
swellings appearéd on their mouths, so me what 1 am to hold on by?” These words
dorrosive was the liquid and so implacable 80 deeply impressed an infidel standing b
was the loving spouse of the czar. Paul I. that he was led to renounce the delusion.
died in the same manmer. His servants, False doctrine may satisfy the heart when
his domestics; his courtesans pulled at the in health and vigor, but it will not'do “to
strings by which this savage was3 strarigled hold on by” in the solémn hour ef death.
ing hig head against the floor. |The
day the afflicted empress deposited

the situation.

At the list meeting it was.

resolved to turn out, all members who refuse to support Greeley and to oppose all |
candidates for local offices who do nop throw
all their influence
for him.
The sixth
ward committees have been notified that fi

delity is the price

must obey orders

Apollo Hall

of

threatens

patronage and

without

they

complaining.

similar tactics

but

11 throw all its influence for Grant.
The:
war between Tammany and Apollo promis+

es to he the bitterest for a long time.
The
adherents of both are required to make a
confession of their faith
before the 1st of

October.

John Morrissey and Judge Led-

with dre the committee of Tammany

force discipline.
Ed

>

Ba

There was a convention of soldiers and
sailors in Pittsburg, Pa., last week, to express their views of the present presidential

no, a

of remorseful terrors.

The Jordan.
TO

re--

by 100 80 ‘that where his pencil memo-randa had 80 shares, or: $3000, the Sun

What ‘wonder, then, if those who died in

his conscience, whether

“Beautiful

‘But besides this, the-

Swi falsified the testimony of Colonel
McComb by ‘multiplying the number of
shares he claimed each Senator had received

nized the ‘weakness of his empire, when his

crowd

=

further fact kas’ eome to'light that in the
list which has béen 's0 widely ‘printed the

re-

ceived the news of his reverses, and recog-

this way lived in féar of the words and

such

erd published; the statement of their falsi-

furious

recollection, when

that

The memoranda these enterprising reform-

pos-

belief in humanity or hope in God.
olas, in our own

It now" appears

the-

before:

memoranda of stock’ was’ really furnished:
these papers, but with them was the sworn:
statement by ‘Mr. Ames of their falsity.

very men who promised him liberty poisoned him in secret in a night of debauch, in rapidly through its whole course, and at
an orgie of mingled blasphemy and brutal- length empties into the Dead Sea, whose
and close, before we reached the main road ity. When Peter felt the first effects of the surface has a depression of no less than
leading to Washington. The river was be- poison he turned furiously upon the assas- 1,312 feet. The whole valley of the Joryond the hills; but the wild and picturesque sins. They knew that there was no tinia| dan is thus a huge rent or fissure in the
soenery gave us ample
entertainment. to be lost, and assailed kim ‘like a mad bull, earth's erust: Though it is not much over
Those aspiring youpg men who long to go overcame him in spite of his Herculean a hundred miles in length, at its southern
West, can find_here western scenes, soil, efforts, threw him to the ground, falling all end, along the shores of ‘that mysterious
and prices. We passed numerous branches, about him in his death-struggle, until they lake, we have the climate and products of

the West,

by gentle

in the

towands

road, thereby compromising them

kissed tremblingly the feet of the oppressor
rible cold day, and told him that in his condraws a dagger and’ strikes him; the wife
dition the ride would be suicide, went out
who abandonéd herself to his caprices pours
desperately. in search of death.
a few drops of poison in the ‘cup of his

entertained, and so kindly cared for us,
Turning homeward, we took another
route. There were only ten gates to open

The Arsenal and Navy Yard

Back from the river on either side the

adding that thesé shares had been given to-

secure the favor’ of these men

cold skepticism in his heart, believing his
empire a farce, his life’ a - comedy, his end
thizing with the objects of the conyention.
the exit ofan actor.
Tiberius expires,
THE NATHAN] MURDERER.
fleeing from the Senate and ‘from ‘his con- Jordan rolled over them and buried them
Ourreaders
will recollect:that a wealthy
forever
from
the
face
of
mau.
Thrice
was
seienée, inthe house of Lueullus, smotherthe
torrent
of
that
river
stayed,
and
its
gentleman
wasmysteriously
murdered some
ed under the’ pillows of “his: bed, without
on. Fifth Avenue,
passed . the; back, door, near: which’ a. knowing to whom will ‘descend the crown channel divided to let God's people and | time sinee in his chamber
pig was, tied to a tree byhaving a/leather which was like the bridal’ ring with which prophets pass over ‘dry shod.’ Once at N.: Y., and that : ne cluecto the murderer
band about the neck and a rope attached. he had wedded the earth—already hearing the bidding of the man of God, the iron ax could be [obtained, ; Suspieion.fastened upAfter opening and shutting -thrée : more the noisy delight occasioned by the news of rose buoyant from its deep channel, and on one Forrester shortly afterwards, and
gates we drove out, to f‘Belimont.”
his death in the court and ‘fn the streets. floated on its surface. Once its waters the authorities: have since been carefully
‘‘Bellmont,” they. tell us, used to rival Caligula is wounded among Asiatic com- gave forth healing virtue, as if te, prove to watching for him.
About’ two weeks ago
Mount Vernon,in beauty, . The farm house edians, and expires” begging in vain for the proud Syrian chief the fallacy of his they captured: him in a western’ city, and
is roomy, with ample porches, but is much mercy from his executioners. Claudius is sneering exclamation—‘Are not Abana and brought him to: N.-¥, He deniésthe charge
out of repair, It stands on, a high hill,a poisoned by his own wife.
Nero wished, Pharpar, rivers of Damascus, better than and appears unconcerned, but the detectlittle back from the river where a bay, or to save his'life, to change from a Caesar 0) all the waters of Israel P Greater still were ives, and those: who: have been working up
cove, is formed by the river called Broad a singer, to pass from ‘the throne to" the those ‘miracles of our Lord, which the the ease; declare him to be the guilty party.
Stream.
Formerly this must have been a theater. He digs his own grave to occu- evangelists have grouped thickly on and Last week one of the murdered man’s servvery attractive plage, where nature was py a little time, begs of his compan- around the central lake of the Jordan. ants recognized Forrester as the person who
bounteous with her charms and. art layish ions
that they shall kill some one else There did the storm-tossed billows hear called at her master's; residence the night
in adornment, . Fountains and flowers used to ‘show him how to die; ‘he weeps and obey the voice of ther Creator; there before the murder; and other evidence
to cover the lawn, The pine groves had and supplicates until, after a great effort, he | did
&! the incarnate God walk upon the face points: towards the, arrested. man as the
outlived their old time companions, Fruits passes a sword though his throat and dies of the deep ; there, ebedient to his will, guilty party. There will be great public
of all kinds were cultivated by Dr, Dans-- im desperation and shame. Galba falls as- the fishes filled the disciples’ nets; along interest in his approaching trial.
field, adding luxury, to beauty. War, that sassinated in the streets, and his head, sep- those shores the. lame walked, the deaf
MORMON RUNAWAYS.
great destroyer, made inroads here too.
heard,
the
blind
saw,
the
sick:were.
healed,
Some “Mornion ‘preachers ‘went over fo
arated from the trunk, rolls through the
We drove down to the shore and gathered
mire like a stone in. a sewer. Otho com- lepers were cleansed, the dead were raised England not long ‘ago to make converts.
a large Lougquet.
The Lobelia Cardinals,
mits suicide. The glutton Vitellius flies to life again, But the most glorious event They ‘succeeded pretty’ well, and last week
& showy fflower, was the gayest we found, with his butcher and his cook; he takes the Jordan, ever witnessed was Christ's
oneof the preachers’ arrived in’ New York:
the Trampet flower the gaudiest. , The, tide : refuge in a porter’s lodge; he falls into the baptism ; for when he was baptized ‘the
with a squad ‘of the teeruits. But either was out, so we ventured in. the ocoye far hands of his enemics; denies his name and heavens were opened unto him, and’ he
the fatigues of the passage had diminished:
enough to get some yellow. pond. lilies. his person ; is dragged’by the neck with a ‘saw the Spirit of God ‘descending like a
their first zeal, or -else'it began'to dawn up-Had the logs been treacherous we should long rope ; is condticted in the midst ‘of the dove, and lighting upon him;’ and when
have had a mud bath. We found the Helio- insults of the people, who rain stones and the Divine Son was perfectly equipped for on their minds that a dozen wives was net
after allso great a blessing; so what do they
trope growing about here in profusion. Its filth upon him; to'the banks of the Tiber, his great work of redeeming love, when
do but elude their keeper at the first oppordelicate blue blossoms just, completed our where they trampled him to death with their just about
fo set out on his glorious mis- |
choice collection of flowers. In every in- feet. If Vespasian died drunk, Titus, his sion, the voice of the Divine Father pierces tunity and run away? This of course put
the Mormion elder in’ high dudgeon,but high.
stance we haye found the Southern people, eldest son, died of melancholy, in his litter, the vault of heaven, and proclaims to the
temper was unavailing, and he at'last sub-ISoth in Maryland and “Virginia, hospitable weeping like a woman, imagining he heard astonished and joyful disciples on Jordan's
mitted to the situation. This: enly shows
and really more genial than strangers are the ‘threatening of thunder in the ¢lear banks the Divine “approval of both work
that the Mormons are: earnesti in strengthat the North, The residents of ‘‘Bellmont” heavens, assailed by visitations of infernal and worker—*This is ‘my beloved Som, in ening their church, for the converts from.
were no exception.
terror.. And Pomitian, the second son, whom I am well ‘pléased.’ Surely, then, England say that'a ‘fresh lot of preachers
We enjoyed an hour's chat with a sweet, died wourided in the stomach by his domes- we may say that every spot along this
have recently
been sent into: England,
intelligent young lady, who expressed her ties struggling with a erowd ‘of freedmen, stream is ‘holy ground,’ and that the name Wales and Norway.
regret that there existed between Northern prétorians, ‘and gladiators, who insult him, Jordan is not only emblazoned on the page
MARYLAND'S HIDDEN BATTLE-FLAGS.
and Southern people a _prejadice that creat- spit in his face, strike him, torture him, and of history, but is enshrined in the Chris+
A very lively discussion has arisen in
ed suspicion on: both sides. The gentle kill him with howls of rage and derisive tian’s heart.
It would almost seem as if nature or Baltimore over'the discovery that the state:
consideration that should characterize our laughter.
dealings with vanquished opposers, our
And thus have died for more than a cen- nature’s God had from the first prepared authorities have’ thrown ‘the flags of the:
quick sympathy for, those reared to be just tury the despots of Russia, for humanity this river to be the scene of wondrous Union regiments of the state into‘a lamberwhat they were, is the surest and quickest lives under inevitable laws. Peter III. is events, by giving to its physicitl geogra- room at Annapolis, and several communiway to ameliorate variances on both sides. persecuted by Catherine his wife, the Pasi. phy some wondrous characteristics.
Its cations denouncing the authorities have apSurely we shall carry in our heart pleasant phaé of the North, the coarse fury of crown- principal fountain, bursting from the base peared. Thus far the only excuse of the

slopes

incomplete.

I's an, odd

up like a hermit

:

public met, “Vice President Coax, Henry
Wilson, Senato Patterson and others,—and

bursts forth, = The courtier who on his knees keep him from going to a review on a ter-

the tyrant has oppressed human nature,
nature takes, upon him tumultuous ven-

indefinite number

R. R. stock had beet givento many of our

rulers, he thus paints a against himself; jealous of himself, without

If, in seasons

there, and an

Ames, Bq, that certain Shares of

of

enough to satisfy his ambition not: ‘to mitigate the thirst of his desives—shut himself

Speaking of the there, in the manner of Titus, among

retributions which have

against his lord and.

on the river road there. was
ber.
We wanted to ‘reach

vengeance

Movement in Europe. They prove that his
pen is singularly eloquent, as well as his ranean, the most numerous horde of serfs
lips, Here are a few paragraphs from his known to miodern history, still were not

ed a sight any lover of fruit would admire.

would have to climb a'ladder.

of the

orator, is furnishing a series of articles to greatest empire of the world, which earried
Harper's Magazine. on The Republican in its diudem the diamonds of the poles and
in its sandals the sapphires of the Mediter-

lance at the door of his palace to ward

trees

minister

We have erchafore referred. to the. fet God, and now a :crimital lashed by the
Castelar, the great Spanish torments’ of ‘conscience; 'seéing that the

Seckel pears, a third larger than any we
saw in York state. Apple orchards presentof drouth, fruit,

clared to be an indorsed statertent amd

mystic visions
; galling himself now a Mbs-

The Nemesis of the Cigars.

ac- that Emilio

in reforms,~in women's rights, the aboli- landscape. © To the right, Alexandria city
tion of capital punighieent, &, Some one looks what it is, an important inland harmust bear the odium
of taking the lead in bor. ‘There is a constant whirl of white

At this
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pocket books,” feeble bodies, and a] Aletandor; ‘after havivg ey the friend and
FIO

P brains,
8 | lapidated

to have grown up in a wonderful hurry.
We counted fourteen spread out here and
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Expects its gold without alloy;
But this is still the sebef truth :

“slim
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lies conspiracy.
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Ludlow, nestled among the hills.

point where we then stood.
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Green Mountains, to feast his eyes upon the sight to see the leaves all trimmed off, and
beauty in and about the little village of [d jnst the great. stalks standing with the ears

passenger told me it had been the subject of

The Rlorning 4
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he does not find in adversity. a, conscience
pure. The most universal and most human
sentiments flee from the bosom of his family.
His wife despises him, his son abhors him,
his father curses him. In - his own bed

there was not one remaining.
It is almost worth one's while to climb she

premiums, 00 percentage
is allowed in addition.

books out

any schools or misnot yetg they were
that Wi uld enable
and théy should then

they left, so by the time we left Rutland

r—

sion, or otherwise, with the
them.

this life is insulting to God’s good-

ing) truths,—had they
sionaries?
They had
about to get a charter
them to hold property,
start a school.
One after another at

tr the paperis taken from the

ar When Agents receIve
+01 moneys sent for the Star

and good,’ I.allowed that it was,
President waxed eloquent. ‘‘The
that God will punish man forever
few sins committed in the short

presses our ideas on this subject,”
1 asked them if they were doing anything
for the wider dissemination. of these (say-

DECISIONS.

takes a newspaper regular!

IE
Sua, wk

i of cla i he) aking

“I

unjust,
wicked,
is damning.’
“ Yes," said 1, smiling, ‘* your last word ex-

dfice.

J
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a oe and’ mn her, breiking' io

ise

greens grew spontaneous. The tall straight,
do not believe in etern
nishment,” said red cedar lined the read on either side, and
were scattered here and’ there, or. formed
the president, “Sin will be jpunished,—no
charming
groups in all directions.
man can be happy who is not virtuous.”
The farm houses were invariably. a long
* This,” said his friend sitting near by, ¢ is
a strong.inducement to do right, to be pure distance from the road, and nearly hidden

HO
thus ‘sent will ‘beat our Flak, a herwing
wilt be at the risk of those sending
o xegular oha
charges for mén yySorders, bank}
0st
ce mone,
ers may
be deox
the Ste due,
jon thus sent, Agents
and true
are pa
requested to make their remittances
as argo ne I
ble and thus
save expenses.
and
the
RD,
led until an explicit order is
sher for their
discontinvance,
doctrine
ad a
nk of all arrearages is made as re
for the
quired by law.
Each subscri
18 particnlarly requestedto note
space
of
the date on the label for the expiral
of his sub.
script
andto forward what is dune for vo ensuing
ness, is

farihec

of

I laughingly

what aré your views of the future state?

When

neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
régiutered letter. AN Postmasters are obliged to
regidter letters whenever requested to do so.

year,Fe
w

gud

SrA
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_knowledged by pressing his Jed yen tly
told them I was a’'Maine man, and we against our face.
We drove on past large fruit Pu ‘Some
could not be expected to get much news

ists for nearly twenty years.

nications
shouldbe addrégsed to the
nt

perme $3.00 per year; or if pad strictly IN AD:
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{ {thé enémy ' of Napoleon; after having atwith i him the quarry of
THE BASENESS: OF CERTAIN Erinn
ouds, ahd4 catphios e Fide te of, ; {By the time we ek ly this, ‘conclusion, temptedto divide
man's douversation, perhaps you would like|,
the buining
we were safely home, rested and hangry, | | Europe after having witnéssed
i
“I to know’ whotti you are’ talkin with’; ‘allow he iow i rages,"
The N.Y? Frivune!
and thé Sun fife
+
HOTT
BESSIE BEACH. ‘ {'of Moscow and:the victory ‘at’ Paris; wein each’ published within a week’ ‘what was de
theto Hitroduse you to Mr. 2 thie ‘Presi- “We looked this [rr over Bhd’ et,
aut in body by indulgence, and in spirit by |
dent of" “oir” convention.”
T bowed wi the stamping of impatient hoofs Sur,

4 Ad you ‘seem’ Tntereuta. f° thid gentle-

0ffioé, 39 Washington, gt, Dover, N. H.
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The Leaven Permeating. .
heathen land, which it may be difficult for
————
This
“The kingdom of Heaven is like unto leaven’ friends at hometo fully appreciate.
which a Woman took and hid in three measures | will be better understood farther on.
proved a triumphant answer to the prayer
of meal, till the whole was leavened.”
Noon meetings for inquirers were held contained in the last stanza of this famous
Saturday morning, July 6, was cool, and bik resultedin good. The wives of four hymn, Conscious that the time of his deative Christians of Bhimpore, abd one
a pleasant 20 miles’ ride, of five hours, tookparture was at hand, he called his friends to
James and myself to Bhimpore, where the widow, were found to be awakened and him and asked:
Santal Teachers’ Convention

Julia arrived in a

off the following week.

both sexes.

straws

new,

The

an hour later.

palkee,

desirous to know and obey the Lord, together with a namber of young persons of

come

to

was

thatched, mud-wall cabin, with its brace of
rooms stood waiting to receive us, and
really had a neat, airy, inviting appearance.
Bhimpore,

first religious awakening had been from sitting near a Santal school in her village,
and hearing the boys sing Christian hymns,

was

T

as

Eden,

young

this

tempted to call it, when I first saw the place,
is a very beautiful situation. The country
is open, plain, elevated and in front of the
village

springs,

several perennial

are

and repeat the Lord's prayer.

doubt,

friends

fin Coo

quarterly meeting.
dissipated

when

at home,

Nor was

at 7,

in a

the illusion

P.M. the voice

of

prayer and praise and exhortation was
heard in. fhe little chapel, where we all
“gathered for a Santal prayer meeting.
On
the Sabbath, we had one ‘Bengali and one
Santal service, sandwiched ‘by a Sabbathschool and class-meeting, The former was
attended by the Christians and teachersin a
body, the latterby 12 Santal, 2 Bengalee and
8 American Christians and was a season
of stirring interest. A number of brethren
and sisters had come with us, as helpers,
from Midnapore. These really earnest work-

tion of our

‘I entreat

who labored

the

Clement

gospel,

with

lease:

Others

«

daily were ‘spent. in the examination.
in this. work by
James was greatly assisted
a Bangal Babu; the:head-teacher ‘of the

independent, self-sustaining church.

This,small as it is, affords

/

ground of enconragement.
Lessons had previously been assigned,
and the
hb.

teachers were examined,
in Santal

and Bengalee reading, Bengalee spelling
and Grammar,

Geography; Arithmetic, Pen-

manship and Writing froin dictation; Normal

teaching

and

a Bible

lesson;

Im

while

nam-

provement over former examinations was

manifest on the part of most,

bers acquitted themselves well, giving evidence of real study; A good number of
in prizes, to the more
books were bestowed

and the interest awakened
deserving,
their noble work was

in

such, that the teach-

‘rs, almost en masse, accepted the invita-

=

:

by
was intrddaced
each daydevotional
The work ofspent
exercises,
in

a half hour

which were attended by the teachers;ns al-

so & religions service each evening:

All

seemed cheerful and happy, ‘ind ‘the week

without
passed rapidlyaway, not, I trust, alsohav,
character
some goodof a

, with! us,
God was
for hed
ing been accomplis
True, we. have not been cheeredby ‘any

new departures from the ranks of the heathSeveral of the teachers, however,
en.

this

teach the

place.

is the

went to

i

Littleton, N. H., for one year

and

all rule,

erywhere he is recognized as the same faith-

all authority and all power,”

and

We find him next in Woodstock, Ohio,

and

Ev-

shall

de-

ful and devoted servhnt of Christ, making

liver a kingdom, that extends all over

the

full proof of his ministry.

is supreme,

awhife

in

Champaign,

and

until “all kings shall bow before him, and
all nations shall serve him,” until ‘‘the full-

gospel and administering the ordinances.

vess of the Gentilesbe come In” and so all

away by death. A family of thirteen children demand their constant care and labor.
Eight children survive their honored father.
Two of his sons died in the service of their
country. in the late war againstthe rebellion.
Of those still living, one is a physician and
two are ministers of the gospel.
Seventeen years ago, Bro. H, came to the
state of Iowa. In 1857 he married Mrs.

he served the cause

am

and

on With
others _ have

the Fatherof S

munion

how

ays is of a‘lad who, for a

my papi,

many

short time,

My acquaintance with

was

him

be-

Being in the country for the summer, the
first Sunday of my stay I went to a different

church from

that attended

by the family

with whom I sojonrned. We came from a
distance and in the same carriage. Knowing it was communion at the church which
my

friends attended,to save them

0 ealling for

me, after the:

the trouble

mom

serv-

ice, I walked to the place where

and

the horse

n were fastened, under an elm

tree, behind

the

‘church,

intending

to

sit

there till they should join me. Only two
other vehicles were there, in one of which
sat a boy, whom I observed to be assiduous-

ly driving off flies from the horse, saying as

be did so: * Poor Ned! poor
we'll havea

Ned! mex

-new-net.—Pa-won 't

forget to buy one this w
‘cause I'll hel
him to remember.” . His back was ons 4
me, #0 that he was ugpawdre of my presence,

of

but his kind words and acts so attraeted
me

While residing there his wife was taken

Hannah Sargent, formerly

power,

- A BcAR OX THE Sour; One of my most
Pleasant memories of early Sabbath-school

his Master as Q. M. clerk, preaching the

from Home.

of

loved them. They will certainly be made
better by it, and
ing to Jove nature,
will, I trust, learn to love its author.

Union

counties, he removed to Logan county near
East Liberty, where

interpreters

souls have they awakened
the best thoughts.
The children,
of our cities, can
not too often be brought out into: the pure
fresh fields-or among the hills. When they
see them let them remember how Jesus

After preaching
Clark

and his laws obeyed, until his ‘will is done
on earth as it is in heaven,” until the gospel *‘leaven shall leaven the whole lump,”

that I resolved
further
acquaintance. I
walked back and forth a few
before
taking my seat in the wagon, and soon had
opportunity

to observe the

entlemanly bearing
sently I said:
5 Your

pleasing

face and

of the |]

horse has'a

kind

fellow.

little

master

I

ve.
.
“ That's because father and mother think
so much of Ned," replied the boy modestly.

*‘ Besides, I don’t
like to have him so. tor-

of Orange, Vt.,

mented
by the flies.

You see, he has stood

it all the time I was

at church,

and

now

who survives liim at the age of 83 years.
I've come to help him.”
** Then you were: at church during the
Bro. H. preached in a numbex of places mn
northern Iowa and did do so occasionally till first service.”
“Oh! yes, ma'am, and I went to Sundaya few days before his death. In early life he school at nine o'clock.”
was for five years in the military service of
¢ 1 should think you would be tired bethe U. S. Being in the regular army at the ing confined so-long. Why not run about
breaking out of the war of 1812 he was soon a little? Wouldnt you like to?”
* Yes, ma'sm Ho then poor Ned would
called into active service on the land and on be so [ouiered.
'd rather stay.”
the water.
:
a
your
father
and mother did not
to our father in heaven for sister ——, and
As a preacher Bro, Harvey was earnest,
those loved ones who are associated with animated and. spiritual. He bad received
“ No, ma'am ;- but-somehow I'd feel bether in the work of the Saviour in far off and retained the holy anointing which gave ter to do so.”
Kind little fellow! 1 said to myself;
India.”
him strength and boldmess in the presence and then asked :
The very morning that letter came, I of the people.
His sermons were eminent‘ What are you going to do this afterwas wondering how I kept up and woiked ly scriptural, evangelical and comforting to noon? ”
all the time through the weakening hot the saints. He succeeded well as a pastor,
“I'm going to read to blind Samuel.”
“That will keep you confined too.”
weather, and I thought it might be that my and sometimes his labors were crowned
‘ Yes, but Pil have my dinner first, and
strength was renewed day by day in answer with revivals. As a Christian he delighted
a little time to run about in the orchard
to the prayers of Christian friends in my in the bright and peaceful regions of the wo, he replied. Th
dear native land. All unworthy to be re- higher life—a life hid with Christ in God.
‘‘ Suppose
you let me go in your place.”
membered thus, but thanks be to God that He was beloved and esteemed for his moral
# Ob! but a
the boy -quicksome of the faithful ones pray for us daily. and religious worth and for his work’s sake. ly, and looking up earnestly.

the

The brother who

wrote

the cheering and

at the

coming; of Christ; and, that

Rev, S, F. Smith conducted religious service at his funeral, and the writer by a previous request of the deceased, preached a
sermon on the occasion, Text 2 Tim, 4:6

thd Father at the resurrection,

kingdom must be in this world
time,

all

having

t

And d

completed

been

teacher in the zenanas a year. Tt'is ample

one-tiyentieth of $20, who will be the
second 7’

Tn Tess than five minutes the

| $20’ were secured, and what sweetened

it

the world”? For instead of, sefting up a some other object. We don't see how it
kingdom,he is to deliver up a kingdom ; can be spared from any motiey that has
ahd instead of becoming a king then, he is come, but possibly the “Indian committee”
to bécome a subject: * Then shall the Son will “show” us. In May last, sister Smith

also himself be subject unto him that put all

dl
things under him.”
This is settled then that Christ's kingdom

was aceompanied by another in her visits to
the zenanas. At one house they found a

native gentleman who was ill.

On being

authority are to be in this _afked how he felt he said, “All 'lgoks very
world and hefore the resurrection, Now we dark.» He was told that light had come
are'prepared to learn the character and nature into the world, and men ought not to reof that kingdom and reign, and by what main in darkness. He could talk English
means it is accomplished. Paul tells us that well, and that made it easier for his visit«Christ Jesud came mto the world to save ors to present to him the enlightening truths
and reign and

Dukbu, an

in the

giuners.”

Christian.

Christ calls his gospel, “the gos-

of his motith,” by the powet of the:gospel.
So that Christ is, to establish his Kingdom,

is

of the gospel. He seemed near eternity,
and Christian hearts felt that he must come
to Christ soon, or his day of grace would be

gone dnd he unsaved.

In June sistéf 8S.

wrote me that this same

man had

been

to

mind."

Hoe then sat down and turned over

thee leavesof the New Testament, reading
exert his power ind subdue all his enemies passages here and there which had led him
| to hope in Christ, A few days ago he passby the power of the gospel.

J. PHILLIPS.

Bam
0 bani, July 15, 1872.

N.

Ww.

Bixsy.

- “I could excuse

haps

Ho

S$. $. Department,

fi

4

/

in’ his

aa

eg Am

ead
him astray—** 1 «can’t
i Youldnt be me
x
to him,
e WO

Sa’

that bri

Nazareth.

|

new

{but
Besides,

not to

ome of oo

me ;

but

“What would be the worst of it?"

4 Well, ma'am; as you ask me; Iwill tell

you what father. and

mother have taught

One of the first inquiries made about a me—that to break my promise, even in a
great and
man is, “Where was he rais- small thing, is a sin, and every sin leaves a
ed and
educated?” ‘One's surroundings, scar aipon the soul.” '\*
in the plastic period of youth, are so stampI)now commended the little fellow warmed upon both mental and moral. el
ver + [3% and told him that my questions were
as to become partand
1 of them,
e
eerly to enable me tb become beter ac-.
meagerness, or
grandeur of boyhood’s set- quainted with him,
y
ting reappears in manhood. Chrnst’shuman
‘Oh! Pm so glad,” said the child, with
character is no
on tothis Jaw. Sinai breath
of relief ; * becanse T was beginning
the Desert are kneaded into the charac- | to like you."
Ta)
ter of Moses, Nazareth had, I doubt not, a
similar influence on the man Christ Jesus.

It was separated from Southern Palestine,
where were the ‘wealth, the fashion, the
political intrigue and vices of the eapital
and court, by the great plain of Esdraelon,
which cleaves the peninsula from the sea to

the Jordan, and makes Nazareth’ a distinct
land.

Christ's boyhood was

seclusion of this

isolated

spent’ in the

country,

and, in

communion with nature, great souls have
ever been the fruit of the country, Cities
do not grow them.

:

The surroundings of Nazareth

:

are such

as to leave the best impression on a thoughtful lad. Just behind the vill
is a high
mountain, from which one of the finest and

And conld yeu not have liked me other-

wise

mM

§

+

fe

‘No, ma'am; not if you wished me to do
wrong," replied the child, candidly.
Noble

THis

nice ‘sénse’
"of ' right

and honor! increased ‘with his years.
He
lived to beconte a fine and high-principled
young man,
inga remarkable. influence over others. for Ir
ample, and firm but unostentations

ence to what was

wéight
lived

id

to his words.

of, eXadher-

and right”

giving

‘He died “early, but

long / enough,te make his) mark

on

many, souls, someof whom became convert-

ed through his jnstrumentality.

:

Esdraelon unrolls between the mountains of

How true the werds abotit
the *‘ scar on
the soul.” «Yes; every ‘$in—<even ‘though
subsequently repented of—leaves a disfiguring mark, as unsightlyto the eye of
God,
as a scar upon the face would appear to us.
:
.
—8. 8. Times.

a rich carpet, and is one of the most marked
features of Palestine. The long, regular

Lessons FrRoM CHILDREN. When Christ
invites childrento ¢ome to him, he calls

broadest views is had.

‘The great sea opens

out on the one hand, and grand, snow-covered Hermon onthe other. To the south

Samaria and the mountains of Galilee,

like

range of Gilead stretches like a wall, beyond
the Jordan, while Carmel, with its wood
crest, skirts along the sea. The whole landscape, in all its features, must haye impressed and molded such a mind and heart as

them into his service. + And thereis plenty

or them to do, Melancthon, ; the dear
friend of Martin Luther, ‘was once very
much distressed and cast’ down about the
cause of God,
but onéd
when taking a

the boy Jesus
possessed. His home was walk, he heard some children’s voices, and
get in a circle of mountains. 'It nestled in listening found they were
engaged in prayGod., He at once,
the lap of the hills, Does not this account er for the great workof
for Christ's love of the mountains ? How returned to Lis brethron, and, entering the
often heand climbed
his rogm, oxotelmed : * Biethrew, take courage,
temple
altar of-them
prayer, !, They.
Here were
b he solagfor the children ove: praying for us) A
Here
ed his worn spirits.and. braced himself.
for young, girkieing led to, Christ itazough,
further work.
py
dC

Even. hel.

Wa

00]

Jv

of

J

da
Close by our camp'is'
a fountain,’ suoh
as folding it,“ VWhat ato, yi gelng to
ooking up
is found nowhere bakin Palestive and Syria. - with 167 Asked an observer.’
It was here that the angel is e#id to bavo wonderingly for s moment, she replied:
met his mother and mado to ber the strange “Do. with it? Give Ii & enothoer, that they
annunciation of bis bixth. It wes nob then, | may find what I have "—Oelected,
pd

are

in some way.”

dop't see how, because

‘But why be so particular, as long as
Samuel is not neglected
‘Can't explain ft very well, ma'am,” re{ plied the bor. looking a little troubled—

He thought would be enough to. support a

have been here, and shows both zeal and wrestle not against flesh and blood.” It is soe them. ' As soon as he ‘arrived he aid,
to:,tell you that phy mind is changed,
aptoess for the work. This branch now no. mertal combat with earnul weapons, “I wish
by the *‘spirit I'fully bdlieve God Has given me a new
numbers «ten - eonamunicants, the most of Christ is to’ subdue the nations

full and 1 must. stop abruptly.

Vt. A

Vt., shows

the regions round about for several years.

that was happy to see the name of an honored
So that teacher who is held in grateful remembrance.

My paper

married

test until ‘He has put dowu

RE

He conducts the services in the chapel in pel of the kingdom ;* Christ says again that
the absence of a. preacher, and also goes he *‘came not to destroy men's’lives but to
among the villagers with the good news, save them.” Paul says, “the weapons of our
He has been out with me the two days I warfare are not carnal.” - And again,” “‘we

whoni are. active Chyist

he

returned to Vt.
Thence “to Stanstead
Co., P. Q., and preached in Barvston and

the resurrection, ‘‘for the last enemy

pay.
his mother-in-law,
little chapel, quite
purposes, and en-

working

1816

Morse, at Lyndon, Vt. ' His labors in the
gospel were at first in Vermont. Then he

That did us all good. Yes, the letter written by one of the fathers, in which he says,

of this chapter that, the “end” is to. take

closed it by a living hedge, making it areal
oasis’ in this moral waste. The village

a zealous,

In

ud

have

to his bow, he cultivates a variety of erops,

is

experience.

sides praying, as those always do who pray
the most. Amongst his own family relations
must be learned from the time it is to ex- he had just collected $20 for the mission, | _g
ist. We learn from the 23d and 24th yerses | and in the Sabbath-school, $20 more. A This
Sept. 9, 1872.

in the ruts, and depend on only one string

brother

not

Ang. 28, 1825, by Revs. D. Bachelder, N.
King, D. Quimby, J. Woodman and T.

resurrection, for Paul says “the d
was, they all seemed glad to do it.” Very
be raised incorruptible and we/shall be likely they Had before tasted the sweet luxchanged.” He says again, ‘He dead in ury of doing good, We wish to thank
fields
rice
the
in
out
Christ shall rise first, them~Wwe which are | every one, and we pray the Lord to bless
were
wife
and his
when I axrived.- The wife (who is a daugh- | alive and,remain shall bé\caught up togeth- each and all the members of that school
ter of the late Bangse Mahante, and mem- er;” showing that the resubvection is to take -and all the members of the aged brother's
ber of the church) soon came in to meet place even while there are some living ; so faniily. But where is the money ? We exme. Madhu remained with his work: p2o- that it will be completed as the last ove is pected it would come with the last remitraised and changed. Where then is the tance. Perhaps out good treasurer forgot
He is an active, thrivple till near noon.
ing man, appears more likea Yankee farm- foundation of the theory that ‘Christ is to send it, or it may be that he thought we
er than most Hindus. Not content to run coming to set, up a kingdom at the, end of would takeit from money that was sent for

by

can

And

eae

been a like

with

|

bid you to®™: ~~

but the mass must be in sympathy with

For preach-

energetic Christian~youth trained

*I

dained to the work of the gospel ministry

Before day light on Monday morning, all shall be destroyed is death.”
were _astir. -Affectionate adieus were ex- Christ's kingdom -will be completed, his Our correspondent says, ‘‘Our beloved paschanged, and we hastened away from a authority supreme and alk his enemies in tor stepped forward (in the Sabbathcharming spot, now of pleasant memories.
subjection, and his kingdom handed over to school) and said, ‘I will be the first to ‘giye

school is kept in the chapel

1789.

1821. He was licensed to preach by the
Wheelock Q. M. in 1822. Bro. H. was or-

ing, the little society will still be dependent then he is to ‘‘deliver up the kingdom ‘to ‘to sustain one who has no family, and we
SE tiaapore. They have both talent and God,” and “‘then he shall have put. down are very grateful for it, and pray that he
enterprise, yes and means, and I see no all rule and all authority and power.” And who “lovéth a cheerful giver,” may richly
reason why they may not soon become an that the entire reign will be completed in réward all ‘the donors. Amongst them I

and makes his business
In econneetion with
Madhn has built a neat
sufficient for present

8,

kingdom that Christ is to “‘deliver up.”
It shall be like unto the other universal
kingdoms that held dominion over all the
earth. And Christ is not to yield the con-

Help

ernment are held in obedience to its laws.
Some may be held in unwilling restraint,

(at Midnapore school, and it is with peculiar
tion to spend a month in Midnapore
their own expense) in order fo secure a pleasure, that I am able to add, is paid
~ more thorough drill and, preparation for "by Christians here. This young Santal
teaching.

And

diarrhea, in the

that he was a member of that church in

shall turn away ungodliness from Jacob.”
A.D.

This is a reign of conquest over enemies,
until it shall result in their entire subjection
to his authority. Not necessarily till all
become his friends, but certainly till his
government and authority are supreme, and
the world is held in subjection to his law
as really as the subjects of any civil gov-

of women in the vi
+ where she and Duty called us in different directions, A
Surji taught daily and were well received. morning ride of 10 miles across country
It appeared by. the statistics of the schools brought, me to Bam-dor-bani, the other
that female education is growing in favor branch of the” Midnapore church; = Rev.
amongst the Santals, ' One year ago 19 girls Madhu Das, the leading man here. is a farwere reportedae in attendance, At the mer and well-to-do in the world. Beth he
convention in Jan. last, there were the
names of 27 girls on. the rolls. . This time

earth.

Ct., March

.

through
them the Son etd ne
the Father. To how
y .

He was born in East

letter from the church in Cabot,

shall come out of Zion the Deliverer, which

“For he must reign till he hath put all enemies

David, a Chris-

charge of the Sabbath-school.

occasionally,
but she at once startéd
a elass

deadly,

sult.
:
When this dominion is to be completed,

is. to

they

Miss Betsey Bettis, in Woodbury,

and

tian

ness and propriety with which he entered invillage school, and

Harvey.

ing of the head is more

fatal

1872, of bilious

Haddam,

Israel shall be saved,as it is written, ‘‘There

My patience may thy glory raise,
My speechless voice proclaim thy praise.”
:
AGED AND HELPLESS.
¢ In age and feebleness extreme
‘Who shall a helpless worm redeem?

became

give any account of his early life or Chris-

government, or rebellion would be the re- comforting letter does sométhing too be-

answered to the roll-call. Three ; others
came in afterwards, and five, from Santipore were present, making a force. of 44
teachers, These were divided into three
classes, acoordifig to’ their standing, and

Rev, Weastus
84th year of his age.

ability, and as he visited family after famiiy

to religious conversation.

* Midnapore Training School. = Julia helped

Thy work I can no longer do;
Yet while a daily death I die
Thy power I may in weakness show,

under his feet.” 1. Cor, 15: 25.

of some

He is a man

$9} 070 Bo Iunsin Brock?

hese! sa

L. CRAWFORD.

‘Aug. 27,

world,in which his authority

Exposition.

to

Opposition, on the

murmiired

hide at the last solemn hour; another spoke *Itis now about thirty-nine years since I
of death as reposing on. Jesus’ breast likea first commenced laboring and praying for
downy pillow ; and the last sung Christ as our Foreign Mission, but now thats I am
on the "last half of my seventy - ninth
a Refuoge—
year, I can not do much more, but my heart
. % Till the storm of life is past.”
The expeetation of each was fdled.
is as warm toward the cause as ever. I
H. B.
never allow myself to lie down to sleep, or
| to rise up in the morning, without a prayer

with me, I was gratified to see the readi-

About five: hours

HELPLESS, YET HAPPY,

:

One sung the Saviour
a Rock in which to

opposition, still his influence is felt

and acknowledged.

all

the

And drop into eternity.”

itself, his children as well as his wife being
in the

among

Jesus, my ouly hope
Thou art,—
Strength of my
flesh and heart,
Oh, could I catch a smile from Thee

of the brethren are men-well-to-do in the
world. Panchu is the head man of the
village, and has now been designated as a
leader in or over ‘the*fittle flock, and although his is still a house divided against

with

were

Cast as a broken vessel by,

left B.

are likely soon

poems

.

crushed ; and only the-heel of Christ bruised. The crushing, or bruising, of the serpent's head must refer to his power over
the human race; and the passage must
mean that just in proportion as the crush-

filled the whole

¢ O Thou whose wise, parental love
Hath brought my active vigor down,
Thy choice I thankfully approve
And, prostrate at thy
ous throne,
1 offer up my life’s remains,
I choose the state my God ordains,

“And a

we

following

1.

gh:

|

Bible

he

Rev. E. Harvey died near Castalia, Iowa,

be

“stone” that became a great mountain and

last offerings of his muse, the lust being
composed only a short time before his re-

predic-

viz,

A

soul, and to brighten to its close. His poetic feelings predominated to the last, even
when he could no longer hold the pen.
The

of the serpent shall

over men, while he shall only be able in the
final end to bruise the smallest part of
Christ's power; and that the vast mass of
the human family shall be given to Christ.
The use of the term ‘‘kingdom™in the
text, and all through the New Testament,
is taken from Daniel's kingdom of the

The sea Of life calmed, the sunshine of

hope of

The head

so sha]l Christ crush out the devil's power

heaven seemed to fall perpetually upon his

Nor is it without its influence, that several

morning, the 8th, the Convention

57 are reported.

I die,” he

Till the storm of life is past.”

was ‘organized apd 36 out of 40 teachers tian youth,from Midnapore Training school,

the work commenced.’

in

“ Hide me, O my Saviour, hide,

part of the neighbors, has nearly subsided.

the Lord's people were prophets, and that
he would put his spirit upon them!
Mondsy

Saviour,

follow their example.

with me in

that

I awake

* When

prayer:

The move among the women

is full of hope.

we hesi-

Would God,

whether

While the tempest still is high,”

returned,

he hesitated in the

blessed

the increase.

other my fellow laborers, whose names are
in the book of life”?

solicitous

+t Jesus, lover of my soul,
Let me to thy bosem fly,
While the raging billows roll,

pleasant season was enjoyed around the
table of the Lord. On the whole, the prospects of Bhimpore becoming a strong, radiating point of Christian influence, are

sis-

also, and

soon

On Sabbath evening before

also, true yoke fellow,

thee

help those women

said,

Charles Wesley wrote:

the disciples came together, their number
now enlarged, to break bread, anda very

work ? Did not St. Paul(tbat great authority for silencing the women), say expressly,

he

heel.”

¢ In uno Jesu-omnia.’ ”

man’s foes shall be they of his own household.”
;
|

in the good

encouragement

however,

again and again remind one of the

tate to bid them God-speed, and afford them

all possible

God,”

brother ?

garden : “It,” the seed of the woman, ‘‘shall |
bruise thy head, and thou shalt bruise his

said, ** let my tomb bear this inscription :

seems inveterate, but: they appear to have
been notorious termagants. The events in
this village and especially in this one family

filled with a

Why should

thank

this world or another.”

lay ; our advice was taken, and the Rubicon
crossed. The wife must now come to him
if they are again ‘united. This I think she
will do, ere long. But until the husband
had actually been baptized, the hope would
be entertained that he might be prevailed
to leave the Christians and go to her. The
opposition of the wife would probably soon
give way (for they are said to have lived
happily together), but for that of her parents with whom she now lives. In the case
of Panchu’s wife and: mother: ‘the hatred

holy zeal, are destined todo a noble and
much needed work.

“T

study

p oppose him, to

sthdelves before they condémn him.

of the declaration made to the serpent in the

* that I can lie down with comfort at night,

for baptism, we advised him to make no de-

Verily, God is raising

ters, when well instructed and

He,

fess Christ, but

and

native

sang.

not being

getting back his wife and ohild before his
baptism. Becoming satisfied of his fitness

up an agency to reach a class of minds
hitherto inaccessible by the ordinary means
of his grace. In this we may and will rejoice. As Bible ‘readers, zenana workers,
-school-teachers, visitors from house to
house as well as exhorters, our

dently

when we learned his desire tb publicly pro-

al, so scriiptural, it could not but produce
an impression. Her appeal to the awakened and convicted present, who lacked the
moral courage to confess Christ beforé men,

was very touching.

of the assembled teachers and many others,

Bhimpore.

and with-

So earnest, hearty, direet

serenity, proved a precious example of the
calm and elevated faith which he so coofi-

0 secret of his new views,

"hat

In this Scripture we have the fulfillment

And breathe my life out sweetly there.”

His last days, which were full of heavenly

deserted the village taking with her their

zeal, exhorting her fellow disciples to work
for souls. She is herself intent on doing
good, literally instant in season and out of
season. Surji, a late famine orphan, now
grown to womanhood, is equally zealous to
win souls, while her familiar acquaintance
with the Bible gives her an excellent preparation for the good work. Both are heard
and respectedby saint and sinner. It is
cheering to hear Surji's efforts spoken of
with great approbation in places where she
accompanied the Missionary party last cold
season. At our covenant meeting, July
13th, Surji’s was the exhortation of the evening.

genuineness

little infant son. The case is a trying one.
K. was absent, trying to prevail on his
truant wife to return when we arrived at

lately converted, seemed too full to repress
with warmth

of the

Kristu, one of the seven baptized, has also

tevival in M., were not slow to show their
colors. Radhi, an illiterate Santal woman,
spoke

minds,

firm in her Opposition, she seemed affable | The evening of his years was serene
and frée to converse. The young wife of and cloudless, a perfect answer to the

ers for Christ,quickened by the late precious

her feelings, and

our

Five of the seven are relatives of. the three
brothers converted about three years ago.
The wife and mother of Panchu, the eldest
brother, still maintain their opposition, as do
other member#of the family. This heathen wife and mother had both left the village and gone in different directions to stop
with heathen relatives. The old lady came
back, while we were there... While still

‘us with their pleasant, familiar ‘‘Namas
Kar,” we were quite forcibly
reminded of

of

in

by that wretched hovel
ich now covers it, but
‘Water in the open sunspot.
been a favorite
Fhave

be Lord had done for his) soul.

hn

¢ Jesus ean make a Syint hed
Feel soft as downy
pillows are,
‘While
on his breast I lean my head

of her conversion. By Sabbath morning,
July 14th, seven persons were prepared and
anxious to put on Christ by baptism, which
was accordingly administered in the presence

hat

FAD tr ring

Dr. Watts wrote:

and

suth

Kdtirdugh this placo and calted 0 ‘toll m

” All

glories as God has manifested to my soul !”

her great joy and peace in believing, left no

grove of Sil trees form the back grouad.

gathering

sin,

of

convictions

deep

Her

“herself.

pro-

To the left of the village and between it and
the Sal grove stand our little chapel and
the missionaries’ bungalow, the cabin above
described.
;
During the afternoon, parties of neatly
clad teachers dropt in, and as they greeted

the

In this way

nd all

1873.

all enemies under his feet.” And what He said brother Smith gave him an English | over which the
watér ripples, of the mysterwill be the state of things then ? Musbmot | Bible, ‘but he left that in Balasore for his ies of his incarnation : while the mountains
towered on every side shadowed the
Christianity be the predominant influence brother to read, and his father was
g which
grandeur of his n
's missi
in the world? Will not the ‘heathen be the Bengali Testament. The
jou
given to Christ for an inheritance, and the know, go to the zenanas expressly to teach
(
o ked upon
uttermost parts of the earth for a posses- the women, Meeting
this man was one of Naantet; and Siri its hills, ‘and drank
sion ? Will not “all kings fall down before the incidentals. He was in the furnace of
m
ure wh
ol
ar
ze, how
him, and all nations serve him™ ? Will not affliction, and ‘blows were st¥uck while the such.& Lira
safely say
“the kingdoms of this world have become iron was hot,” He: is much improved in boy as Jesus. You
10 marl Hie
id have
the kingdoms of our Lord and his Chris{"? health and has gone to Bancorah to teach Si, n that
se
FLY
hrisgt.
Nothing is more certain than that this state . English in the government school in that The sneering
Sion
th
, “can
of things does not now exist in the world, place. He told me of another native kop anything
come. out of Nazareth?”
could have had no Ag
e,
and it is equally certain that it is to: exist tleman in Balasore who has lately learn
. ‘Tti8
just
before the end can come. And those who to have faith in Christ, and of one he met De peti gurit borthe
ola Spot
80
a bistacy. roare talking about the second coming of here he said, “Oh, he is changed.” I might duced
the Greatest oy Ln
eh, oo
Christ, being close at hand are not. only ig-. write you with what interest some of my
noring some of the plainest passages of girls here have engaged in teaching heathen
LN
nto
the mountScripture, but advocating doctrines in plain women and children, but this letter is al- his troubled soul. He climbed
contradiction to the most positive declara- ready too lengthy, Are there none who ain, He crossed and recrossed the sea.
The Father’s love was engraven upon them ;
tions of God's word.
will follow the worthy example of our aged his unmarred image they” stil ‘bore. es

dear Redeemer. —¥t-will not be long before
God takes me, for no'man can live after such

she had learned to repeat the Lord’s prayer

a splendid

ducing perpetual verdure, while

The case of the widow (who

rule

poweE. For he must reign till he

** Are you willing to give me up
They answered: “ The Lord's will be
done,
[70
Mi
;
"His answer was rapturous:
*¢ Oh, what a blessing itis that yom ave
willing to give me up into the hands of my

is almost a helpless cripple from the effects
of rheumatism) was very striking. Her

down
all

5,

-r

|

Still,

:

ve J fateof me.

:

—Liberal Christian.

|
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Wandering Stars,
—

—

Nature is a book of truths,

point ‘out the many

Sowing and

us.

Providences

lessons.

Voices are

ts are fitglug ullEarbud

Doig

begap

theolo nes the

his

of

help of the Epi

on the bricks of his mother’s chimney. He
found, and we may all find, that
help is

help; and that even rude help is good help.

he stars in their courses fought against
Sisera. They fight still against ignorance,

superstition and depravity. They admonish
us to stability
and to the fear of the Lord.
Bggides the comets—those eccentric itinersits of the firmament—there are two kinds
of stars, the fixed stars and the planets,
The fixed stars are a social fraternity, a

"PI

IY

HEY

we

order, and a fou

example in

many things. They travel, or, like the sun,
seem to travel, from east to west, in groups
or constellations, As the churches constelInte themselves into.
groups, and are known
as the Churches of
Corinth, the Churches of
Ephesus, the Churches of Philadelphia—
and, in modern times, as Methodists, Baptists, Presbyterians, or Episcopalians; so
the stars are grouped, and wo call the

groups

or constellations, the Great Bear,

the

iades,

Orion,

and

others.

These

unrestrained.
The
law by which they
march and sing is the secret of their majesty,
their Ibusty and their glory. From ‘their
far hight
y shine down from the darkness to the sea.
The wandering stars, or planets, are an
unstable set.
ey give a beautiful hight at
times, but it is only

at-times.

They

never

-group together.
ey seem to have neither
restraint nor affinity ; they know no churchly
law}
fly off asthe colt of the desert.
Our e;
at a distance appears as one of
these ; and as one doubtless, of
+ Venus is the most beautiful.

great beauty.
aturn, with

his rings; excites the wonderof ‘the philosoher. The fixed stars twinkle as they shine.
he planets have a steady light except
Venus
and Mars, when near the horizon.
It is the will of God, that, as Christians, we
shall not only glow and shine, but that we
shall not fly the track, or
1

The good old way

play the

is the best

highway of heliness,

meteor.

way.

The

nnd safe as the

orbit-path of any Shining sun is the way of
true Bcipleship. As
ethodists, let us ask
for the uM paths, and hold on our heavenly
way! No.matter how brilliantly.a Christian may shine, if he does not keep in good
association, his ght

will

be quenched

in

utter darkness at last. It is said that the
fixed stars are suns, Ttis certain that every
converted soul has a sphere of influence,
and if that sphere be wéll' improved,

d
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there

flames abroad a shining like the glory of
the stars. But the vacillating professoris a
sickly candle light in all his ways.
He wavers from
to evil, flickers, chokes in
black wick ashes, wanes and dies.

exhortation to
zled to know

He may

youth

where Jesus was.

aside, no standing

flickering

There’ was no~ go ng

e action

ere are planetary moveof

andering stars.

unstable

souls—of

ch are they who

shine

at a revival meeting so grandly as to make
humble Christians hel ashamed of them‘selves, and in a month or so are hidden in
the dark ends of the heavens. At a great
camp-meeting they blaze tike comets; but
in the little prayer-meeting
on the mid-

week evening they

are imvisible.

Indeed,

in the ffiot night
time, when stars ought to
she, if ever, they are blank. Christian
reader, beware
your example ta the
Church and to the world. Move! Shine!

Grow in grace. Quench not the Spirit.
. The Saviour's soul yearied most intensely

to finish his proper work. So we must
gird
ourselves to accomplish the entire will
of
God. You have a Jousey to travel. Start
early. Genuine believers shine as lights in
the world, leading and Shearing the coming
pilgrims.
Like ‘the moon,
they borrow
thelr light, but they shine. The moon is
sometimes dark ; but Christians should have

no dark imtervals in all their course,

but

ghine more and more unto the perfect day.
Alas! it is the dark of the moon so often

and so long with many! The sun of Right-

eousness is exhaustless. His beams increase

and intensify.

He makes the Church the

ht of the world,

he meteors are not stars; but

they shine.

ness forever.

tain law.

like stars

‘Then soon they expire in dark-

They seem to have

no cer-

They =igzag in ‘every ' direction.

They have a momentary-brilliancy, and

tract much notice ; but they

suddenly

at-

dis-

appear an
erfsh. So the brilliant and
would-be Christian, advertising his holiness
in public places rather than emphasizing it
‘by: can
t life~~who' exercises neither
the faith,

child of

patience; nor perseverance

God-comes

and without

careless

simply

wicked,

actively

passing into the third

how

showed

sinfulness, and

God

then,

and

to dis-

begins

stage,

the

the ‘Christian

truth,

woman present became deeply impressed
with the importance of the young turnin
to God ere their repeated acts of wickedness and the evil influences of the” world
should darken their minds and harden their
in the

down

hearts, and cause them to sit

seat of the scorner.
She was led to make a vow that she
would devote herself to the salvation of the
youth of the town. Active before, she now
redoubled her- exertions. She distributed

books; she urged

tracts and good

from saloons

to keep away
men

to the

jard-balls, and invited them

youn

and

bill-

church

and Sabbath-school ; she visited them when
sick and advised them when in trouble ; she
commenced special daily prayer for her
Sabbath-school class, and through her influence, a children’s meeting was organized,
.ie
After a while, when the minister commeneced protracted services in the church,

pour outhis

and God began to

opened her

house for daily

prayer-meetings

and scores

for the young,

Spirit, she

were there

brought to Christ. Ina year from that
rainy Sunday, nearly the entire Sabbathschool and nine tenths of all the youth of
~Althe town had become happy Christians.
though the conscientious schemes of that deoverapparently
voted minister were
thrown, yet the results at which he aimed
were brought about in God's own way.
Take courage, Christian toiler ! Think, and

plan, and work for Christ. But if disapyointment meet you, remember that seemdefeat is often glorious victory.—
~
Christian at Work.

From a Church-Spire.

Church the other day
Passing by Trinity
A led me into the little
some Ex i
ve-yard adjoining. Outside, the hurryt
ceaseless stream of life was

still, no turning back, no

out.

gonis=

very

commenced

do, he

to

believe and scorn the

gifts, he. may awaken admiration,’

It led the wise men to the

Puz-

ater devotedness.

the preacher deseribed the different grada-

tions of

Yet, after all, nothing but inherent spiritual illumination and steady progress will
bless the age and honor Christ.
The Star of Bethlehem fulfilled its mis‘sion.

of the

to an ignoble’ end.

' He is a wandering star, to whom is reserved
the ‘blackness of darkness forover.
There are those ‘who ‘to-day abuse the
reat;
light of the Gospel expanse—
the
oly Scriptures ; and being given over to
strong delusion, séem quite ready to follow

ng, busy,
flowing. Within—ah! how peacefully the
trees waved their branches overhead, how
bent about the old and
grase
lovingly the
head-stones. After life's
worthen-matk
sleep well, I said. How
fitful fever they
e spot of rest and
this
that
is
it
| 890d
should ever lie in Sight of the

of plunging deeper and

deeper into the

fens; morasses and quagmirés of error

gin.

Not having the

purity,

vitality,

and

prudent

burning

and

forecast, the

light of the

for the

island, the father calls to his boy again and

And now says

from

that

the

bright

father,

I

seem to hear

world the

voice of my

cherub boy saying, ‘Come this way,
father! steer straight for me! I'm waiting

heart within she said to her father, with a
the simplicity and artlessness of childhood,
““Pa, if you were dry, wouldn't you go and

et a drink of water ?’ Like a voice straight
rom above, came that question to his ear.
He thought of his poor soul thirsting for the
waters of life. He thought of the living
fountain of the gospel. He fell on his
knees and slaked his. thirst. ‘He that believeth on me shall never thirst.”

In the southern waters of the Atlantic,

signals of distress ware seen. At once the
ship bears in that direction. As soon as it
comes within hailing distance, the inquiry
is made, ‘What is the matter ?” ‘We are
dying of: thirst, we want water,” was the
response from the distressed crew. ‘Dip
it up then!” was the quick reply, “You
are

in the

mouth

of

the

Amazon,

mightiest river on the globe.”
here they were perishifig for
when,

for

a

around them,
it up.

So it is still.

hundred

and

they

the

miles,

it

only

had

was

keeping with the

orept

touch
glow.

in

h

every ing
© peace

the

colored

windows,

ith a warm, rich
svas in and about

Pascal’s
“I

had been born to begin his life as a merchant instead of a carpenter, lifts the man
who 80 does it np toward the bosom of him

whe created business and all its complica-

tions, as well as our brains and

have
to deal with

come and ask me,

them.

If

hands

yoa were

love

loved it.

that

poverty because

‘| minates—all
;

—B—

for

A

f]

~~

3

those

to

whom

Attire.

the deformities

silks and laces are imitated
class

drapes

in

cheaper

materials,

of fashion

in

by the poorer
and

Bridget

her shawl in exactly the same way

as does her mistress.
‘Join the crowd, and
ou will hear as you pass along, that * Mrs.

. has a silkof the loveliest shade, that it is
made"—but you hurry on, and hear that
«Miss G. has ‘worn the smme dress all the
season”; that ** Mr.P. has a new diamond
in”; that ‘* he is paying attention to Miss
The foreman assented.
‘Well, see, ‘here
\[.” and that * Miss M. is not stylish”; and
is another letter, sending tor yow by:One
‘equally in earnest,” said is master. holding s0 on ad infinitum, were you not at the
up a slip of paper with some texts of Seript- church door.— Chicago Pulps?.
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life I bless
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Redeemer
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hand.
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ambition, has, by the strength of his
made a man exempt from all evils.
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“No,” said

‘The Holy
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Father Taylor looked at him .in

his pecul-

pliments to the Holy

say you
down!”

oan't

Ghost, and tell

speak here
:
.

him

I

to-day.

Sit

The man sa4 down, and the Holy Ghost |

that was in Father Taylor appears to have
done the talking the rest of the day without further interruption.
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am shining
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not enjoy my light as usual P”
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has
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“Why, 0
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moon,
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‘the
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“] am
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sure,
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God

tions 1 have in sight God, who must judge
an to whom I have consecrated them them
all.
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unto my own, in
good nor evil from

The World.
Church

doVol.1

The
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has united me more closely ; and, whether I
am alone or in sight. of men, in all. my ac-

to

Then up, up the winding staire—almost
ly rt
losing breath, and stopping now and then
higher one could asto wonder how much
Consciences are more readily put at ease |
and houses and in the matter of church-going than they
cend—up, till the streets
lay 0
ple and the river and the ferry-boats
ere. Mrs, Jones loses sight of hurs
far, far below. How small and almost in- in the’ fact that her old bonnet will look
in
significant looked the "men and women
shabby beside Mrs. Smith’s new one, althe streets | How beautifully tranquil lay though
Mrs. Jones's bonnet was very pretty
the hazy light upon the river, where the and
becoming the Sunday before. Her
glided! The - eity—prosaic daughter Arabella does not attend the even| long Yosra one
mingles in the bustle and ing service unless iavited by Mr, Augustus,
enough when
roar of its crowded thoroughfares—became forthe reason that Mr, Augustus’s coat is
faerie,
a realm of enchantment and
always of ¢ elegant fit,” and his gloves a
I did not moralize or rea: myself a ser- * delightful color,” and he holds the hymnmon upon the vanity of life, Only a book in “¢ such a graceful way {"" and, vice
peacefulness . came fo me; the versa, Augustus invites Arabella because
strange
now looked down upon she is * stylish” and
aa]
fashionable,” and the
the rush and turmoil and wretchedness and « other fellows of his set will envy him.”
gin and joy and misery, and found in all a If you do not believe this, stand at your
which bound each pait in a. per- window some fair Sabbath morning while
somet
foot whole:of beauty and sweetness, | might the church'bells are ringing, and watch the
some divine gagzer from. heavenly hights passing crowd. There is the same pitiful
discover in the confusion wrought by men mockery from beginning to end. The colgy
not without its of the dress, the multitudinous trimmings,
a certain + hint of, music
meaning and harmony.
the hump at the back where the waist ter-

-

Christ
gives me

the hand of man. I endeavor to be just,
truthful, sincere to all men, and have a ten-

everything was a most subtle influence that

one it. but could not comprehend.

Come.

Jesus

I love wealth because it

a state for them all like
which I receive neither

‘‘How shall I do in this

Saviour, but in regard to everyihing, he
that is willing to do the will of the
Father
shall know of the doctrine.—McDonald.

Confession.
of

the means of assisting the wretched. I
keep faith with all men. T do not render
evil to those who do it tome; but I desire

endless life—done righteously, done nobly,
done, upon occasiov, magnificently—ever

deed done as Jesus would have done it if he

doo

because good things ga on so slowly here;
and'never fail to do daily that good
which

READ

be done after the fashion of the inward

the hight of his high calling: Making
business a means of such end, it. will help
us to remember that this world and the
fashion of it passeth away, but that every

Butter 8 Com:

things from our text :never to be discouraged

fered at parties?—Rev. E. E. Hale.

do

oS

Hite) 1:00

of Jesu,

skeleton in the closet, which we are permit-

———
Business is too Often regarded as a hindrance to spiritual life. I regard itas among
the finest means the world affords for
strengthening and causing to
grow this
inner real life. For every deed may be
done accordingto the fashion of the outward perishing life, asan end; or it may

lift him to

‘do

You are tender-hearted,and you want to be
true, and are trying two be. Learn these two

ted to see and you are not. And when we
see that skeleton, do you wonder that we
sometimes say pretty sharp things about
moderate drinking and the temptations of-

do
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derness of heart

the feet of the spiritual man, to
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do
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us on

put under
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BUY THE BEST

all

to be

i

hurry, but be diligent. Enter into the subwith
your talk, and had a little renewed -lime patience of the Lord. Be charitable in
flirtation, did you? I won't say you didn’t. view of it, God can afford to wait, why
She was very gay, and seemed very glad to can not we—since we have Him to fall
Jorgek herself, did she? Very well! Iam back upon. Let
patience have her perfect
lad you gave her that hour of the evening. work, and bring forth her celestial fruits.
can tell you where she went after the par- Trust God to weave in your little thread
ty was over. She went home—the latest into the great web, though the
pattern
person from the party. She was glad it shows it not yet. When God’s people are
was late, for her husband had not come able and willing thus to labor and wait, rehome. She sat and read for an hour, and member that one day is with the Lord as a
her husband did not come. She wrote for thousand years, and a thousand years as
an hour, and he did not come. She. satat one day, the grand harvest of the ages shall
the piano an hour, but he did not come. At come to its reaping, and the day shall
length, betweeh three and four o'clock, broaden itself to a thousand years, and the
there was a noise at the door, She went to thousand years shall show themselves asa
the , door, and two policemen held him in perfect and finished day!—George Mactheir arms. She knows them both well by donald.
this time. It happens so often that she
knows every
policeman on the beat, They
bade her
night. She brought him in.
She bad locked her child’s rodm that he
might not abuse him. She took the abuse
as ke flung
himself upon the bed. She.
dragged off his neckeloth'
and coat, and sat
THE
there until he should fall into his stupid
sleep. She was the woman who refused a
lass of wine with a shudder.
You did not
now the story. You thought she was gay
and bright. I knew her story, because [
By THEO. F. SEWARD & CHESTER G. ALLEN,
am her minister. They have a sort of

Business and Spiritual Life.

as a something

with a few

when she said, ‘“ No!” Yon can not tell
whl’ I can tell you why. You went on

every side, and we are ged br the voice
of ‘the Spirit and the bride” to
dip it up and
drink.—Christian Era.

regarded

28 6

Patient Toiling.

glasses of wine on a waiter and offered her
a glass, you saw her
ghudder as she said,
*¢ No!” and you wond
why Mrs. Smith,
who didn’t use to be particular about such
things, not only refused
but shuddered

to dip

are all around

"i

Thowgits upon Thoight,” 0
TheBook of Worstip;

’

and took her to supper,

hen some one came along

The waters of the Amazon

of God's free grace

her your arm

water

or that particular case 7" very
ibly I
might be unable to answer you.
Very often no man can decide but the man himself.
souls who daily pass it And
it is part of every man's training that
by.
thei
he should thus decide. Even if, he should
as
there,
and
church;
the
¥ihence into
go wrong, -b
ing wrong he
be
well, brooded the same tender peace. A taught the higher priaciple that would
have
fow visitors wandered about with un- kept him right, and which he has not yet
covered heads and hushed voices. The in- learned.
is certain, that the man
was upon all, checking who wants toOne gothing
fluence of the
right will be guided right ;
not
something
as
laugh
or
any loud word
secred spot, The light that not only in regard to the mission of the

in

Ct

the

quietness
anxious, tired

During & religious awakening in a factory village in New England, a foreman was
be Moralists, Mormons, $;
alists, Social- awakened, bat ‘could not find peace, His
esoription.
Some superior sent hits a letter, requesting him
ists, Separatists of any
"prefer
e taper of the Vatican to the truth tocall at six o'clock. Promptly he came.
“af
the very Heaven. All such are in peril “I'ses you believe me,” said his master.

one or another of the ‘multitudinous <gnes
Jatwi of the world. They are contentto

searching

turning the leaves of the Bible, when his
eye toll upon the first psalm; and he de- for you.” Comes not a like invitation from
his sermon,
the spirit world to the inner ear of many a
termined, instead of preachi
¢ benefit of smitten parent on carth, mourning the loss
to expound that
m for
:
:
of loved offspring? A revival is in proghis hearers.
He did so, though fearing that his mind ress. A worldly-minded man is under
had been so taken up with his meditated deep conviction. He hides his feélings,
even from his wife, who is a prayin
rse that he had been unable to make
i
his few extempore remarks either of inter- woman. One evening she leaves him wi
his little daughter three years of age, So
est or effect to his audience.
bright... The deep is his distress, that he walks the room
The next Sabbath was
church was full, and the carefully written ser- io agony of soul. “What ails you pa?
|said the little one, “Oh, nothing, my child,”
mon was duly delivered. It may have be
replied the father, But this
did not quiet
ood seed sown, but so far asthe minist
But the little one. Looking into that- troubled
Boot the harvest is yet to be reaped.
mark the results of that rainy Sabbath. As face which so plainly mirrored the achin

at times shine more brightly than some
lowly and beloved follower of Jesus; hav-

ing great

needed, as he thought, no

w

soon becomes

movements are orderly, and ‘their light is

r hours of fruitless

. Presently an answer rings through
the fog, ‘Come this: way, father! steer
straight for me! I'm waiting for you.” In
a little time the party reached the shore.
had hardly sped before
and as to the one Christian present, she But two short weeks
was the most active and pions member of that lad had left for ‘‘the shining shore.”

the church, and

If we heeded more the voices of nature, the
voices of revelation would more profoundly
impress our
.

churchly

had gathered at the church, with but ome
Christian—a quiet, unassuming woman
who lived hear.
The minister felt that his sermon would
not be adapted to his SoBERegHtion, being
unsuited to the wantsof
the young men;

3
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Ais not, new or ariginal, hat i
dog
ed." Ho, every
one
thirsteth, 'eomé ye n, ohild may sph! it, 8 sparrow may
pick it
ated
daily and hourly while
| to the waters, No money? Come
ye, buy Yet this powerless powder and powérless
o£ about the pro deand eat; yea, come buy
wine and mi
ball aree put inthe powerless cannon; one minding ‘why they were born—bewailing
A minister in one of our frontier towns without. money and 2 oat Rice.
1
FOR Stn dc
ihe;
osoever
wil , let
him oar ng Bs
became much concerned about: the spirit- things are ready.
of an eye,that
powder
i
.
or woman la
specia
j
ual deadnessof his’ church,
and the faet come, Come unto me Aiyge that labor and 1 htoing, and that Ds
y
der- and bent of fancyto
fag Sui gn
that his cengregation was Jargely composed are heavy laden and
I'willgive
rest. bolt, which smites 45 if it ‘had
of irreligious young men who,
having left Young and old, rich and poor,
high and from heaven. So'itis’ with our Christian even that maybe dond; and any serviceto
is given,
West to seek low, bond and free,
and sinner, will machinery of «this day; we have all the which the best of one's force
the parental home, 1 come
their fortunes.
Believing that the best find invitations in the Bible, The bells of instruments necessary, for pulling down yields fair reward.
uous life!’ Nay, Christ could not
way to reach these y
men would be heaven make not sweeter music than does strongholds, and oh, for the baptism of fire! YA
have
for such.
His broad min istry
through an active, working church, he, the sweet chime of the many invitations -_
ur,
;
never includeda single soul doomed ‘‘just
with much thought «and care, prepared a that sound out from: the pages of God's
to suffer,” not also to strive, and toil, and
sermon on the
duties and responutbllities glorious Word. Oh, there afe voices all
overcome! The world is crowding full,
Why She Refused.
of Christians, and urged his members to a around us, within and witbout, inviting us
but it has space for crime, and ignorance,
deeper personal consecration, and a greater heaven-ward. A pleasure party 15 sailing
and put stisbegitable ; be sure it will also
sympathy
with Christ in the work of saving | along the New Hampshire coast. A youn
You say you went to a party last night, contain the
helpful hands, the ready feet,
souls.
Sabbath morning came, but the lady and a lad of the pany, a little way out, and you saw Mrs, Smith, Vi old friend,
rain was pouring in torrents, and the mud- wishto be left on an island till the boat re- whom you had not seen since she and your the loving hearts, that ask only to comfort
dy, unpaved streets of the new town were turns. Before the boat finds its way back, sister were at school together. You had a as He comiforted.—Congregationalist.
ih impassable. A dozen Joung men fog and darkness settle down on the sea. very pleasant talk until supper, then you
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the court had been. ready, as was

our rep-

unguarded

more grateful thing.’

‘we look

for

may the two peoples be truly one !

.

a

i.

And there is a still larger source of satis-1
a

All commumeations

for publication

designed

faction iu this late award. It marks a great
step forward m the direction of peace. Disputes between nations have been generally

.ahould be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
busmess,

remittances

of money, &c., should

be ad

dressed to the Publisber.

Star, we make the following offer :
To any person sending the names of two

new subscribers with a year's payment in
advance, $5.00,a0d 10 ets. additional to pay
postage, &c., we will send a copy of the
large and elegant steel engraving, 18 by 26

inéhes, entitled MERCY'Ss DREAM,” the subis taken from Bunyan's Pil-

orim’s Progress ; or,

If preferred, we will send a copy of Mrs,
Ramsey's Poems, a volume coutaining the

choiegst/prodaets of her pen, and which our
readers must know, make up a collection of
real beauty and worth.
We will also send either of the above premiums to any. present subscriber to the
Star, who will make payment for\his own
copy one year in advance, and also forward

the name of one new subscriber with $2.50,
and 10 cts. additional for postage, &c.
*N. B. No percentage is allowed on money
sent for these premiums.
The number of
copies of the Steel Engraving is limited,
and we cau fill orders for'it only till the
small lot is exhausted. Promptness will be
necessary in order to secure this rare work
of art.

It is strange. that, concerning

“The Work of Arbitratitn.

Sant

—rR —

tribunal at Geneva has ended its

The proceedings have heen

alike marked by prudence and courage. It
* was an old dispute that.asked for examination. It had sprung up between two leading civil powers. .It had been the occasion
\It had someof no little heated feeling.
and even
aspett,
threatening
a
times worn

and

- furnished hints of diplomatic rupture

suggestions of war. The principles involv«-ed in it were important and of wide application. There was not a nation in Europe
but had a vital and practical interest in its
And the two contestants,
adjustment.
England and the United States, watched
the proceedings with #0interest that indicated how intense was the feeling engendered by nearly ten years of debate, by serious
.-~miisunderstandings, and by several fruitless
attempts to find a basis of settlement.
The award is easily explained. The tribunl asserts that England did not exercise
due diligence in preventing the fitting oul
of cruisers at her ports to préy upon Amberican commerce,

and

has

she

that

thereby

made herself justly liable for the actual and
ascertained damages which those cruisers
inflicted. This lack of diligence is found
applicable to some of the cruisers, but not
40 others. The losses which she is requir.ed to pay amount to fifteen and a half millions of dollars

in

gold,—a

sum

equal

to

about eighty-five per cent.of the amount of
direct damages as the officers of the United
States government had estimated them.
-“The tribunal at an early stage declared that

claims for indirect damages

were

not ad-

missible. This award of a sum in gross
removes the case from further disputation,
leaves no room for "bickering over details,

substantially ends controversy

over

particular ease, and settles some

important

this

principles of international law that were in
great need of a ¢léar and authoritative defi-

nitiov.

;

We do not stop to boast over

a triumph

for our own government, nor taunt England
with a deservedidefeat, #o¥ indulge,—as too

many intense partisans are just mow doing,—in harsh criticism upon the administration for having talked bravely about
large demands for a time, and thgn surrendered three-fourths

of

its clajfis"when

the

growl of the British lion
gfnote ite weak
heart with terror. That
too much like
boys’ play. We had no. business to desire
"anything more than justice would

give

us,

And after having submitted the question to
arbitration, there ‘is no manly thing to. do
but, quietly and calmly to abide the award,
end brag and recrimination; and seek the

things that promote peace,‘ fellowship and

4
#
i

of

|

With these

but it has left him
fore, he proposes,

the

very

principles

of

intérnational comity and law for whieh our
own governaent has contended, that it has
awarded us nearly all that was put into our
list of direct claims, and so justified us in
making oat a’ case against England and

maintaining it in spite of her seemingly

in-

dignant protest, her persistent plea of inno-

cence, and her sometimes poor attempts to.
playat satire and dignity.

We cherish

largely in debt. ‘Where:
the commi ¢ having

kindly given him the use of the Coliseum
for that purpose, to give a grand ‘eoncert
and ball in it on the afternoon and evening

Born at Bologna in 1809, he was admitted may ultimately ruin.
into minor orders in the church of Rome in
not more upright in his business relations ?

welfare,

there

no

should

the same as when, the party is at home,

makes it, and who authorizes

and

the deacon and the minister are known witnesses of the daily life,
But suppose we follow this company of
young and middle aged men when they
don’t know. it,—after. they have separated,
of comrse,

The

first thing

we

know, we

tion of a few paltry millions, that are less
.than the small dust of the balance when

religion rather

than of outward show, and

ments

it?

Is not

raise his voice in behalf of their unhappy

a matter of inward life country, and the. English people swarmed

change

with

do

our

its

reqiiire-

changed

con-

about him and made him the lion of the day,
for they were both delighted and astonished

‘What do you think about it?

at the powerful oratory with which he as-

The Hassler Expedition.

sailed the political and religious system of
the court of Rome, and urged the necessity
of a reformation. In 1851 he went to Soot-

ditions?

see one of them on an unfrenquented street
smokingia cigar. Without judging of the

BE

We have several times alluded to the
scientific
expedition undertaken by Prof.
right or wrong of this act, suppose we go
Agassiz and others in the U. 8, Coast Suraround another way and meet the smoker.
He sees and knows us, but we don’t see | vey steamer Hassler, for the purpose of
the cigar.
That has quickly disappeared, analyzing deep-sea deposits and for general
andif we were the deacon or some active physical research. The steamer hasg now
member of the church, we could soon en- reached her destination on the Pacific coast,
gage himin strong ‘condemnation of all and the party of scientists to whom were

land, aud from thence he came to America,
where, however, he was not so warmly received.
In Canada his orations nearly led

to a conflict between the Catholics and Protestants. He returned home, resumed his
occupation of propagandizing the gospel in
Italy, in the service of the national cause,
and in 1860 was seen with the Garibaldi

such private indulgences,—But that is only

extended the courtesies of the vessel have

expedition tg Palermo.

one of the company. Pretty soon we find
another one of them in some social gathering where the subject of religion is intro-

dispersed. From various reports received,
and from a letter just forwarded to the N.

almost superhuman efforts to infuse courage
and daring into the ‘hearts of his fellow-

Y. Tribune, it seems that their success

has

countrymen on the field of battle,
the reliefhe

on the whole been great, in some directions
extraordinarily so, but owing to circumstances beyond their control, they have not
accomplished in deep-sea dredging, &c., all

has been the means of affording the wounded,

duced. 1t is spoken lightly of. Those who
practice its precepts are said to be deluded.

Finally it is said to be losing ground as
intelligence increases. The Scriptures are
declared to be mythical, and

our

friend

is

appealed to directly to know if he doesn’t
think that such is the case. On the whole,
he thinks it is. There is'a manifest tendency towards independence in thought and
action, and he shouldn't wonder a bit if
revelation was finally obliged to yield up

its credentials to the rigid

demands of an

enlightened
intelleet.~~Our friend meant
well enough in the vestry the night before,
when he was urging the importance of
faithful living, and especially the duty’of

rebuking ‘skepticism “wherever
it-came to the critical time

manyof the

‘rest of us

it showed

courage; his

he failed;

as so

do.—And so wé

might follow our company, and perhaps we
would find that half of them, and they the
most-exemplary in the prayer-meetings,
were so like the world’s people that the

general observer would

never

detect the

difference.
:
;
Now, it is with the deepest regret that we

say these things.

The deeper because

malice against her ; we lift up ng voice of believe them to be: true,

triumph ; we fling no, taunt; 'we crave no
needless humiliation
for her; we shall take
her money withno secret chuckle over her
forced self-denial or over our quiet recep-

:

Does he not mention the subject of religion
Perhaps
oftener, and in a more serious tone? Does
of prac-.

Yet it may be properto say that the tri- principles were really wavering ; and when

g

linen P" 1 It is
e
hes free to state, because he believes
that
| ‘the people like fran kuess. And not only that, lost her
powér; her

Is there no change in his daily life ? Is he

so vital a

such differences of opinion.

itself. * But he lacked moral

a generous co-operation.
bunal has asserted

to the expedition just closing.

have

‘Séen

just such cuses illustrated time and

ime

again.

We

we

The lack of stamina among Chris-

that they proposed before théir départure.
But

the misfortunes

which

‘befell them,

Of his later life, his

the dangers he has encountered and the great
risks in which he has ‘placed his life, are
too well known to need repetition. Now,

his presence is as majestic and his voice as
eloquent as when he incited his compatriots

and which came not so much to them per-

to arms in the Coliseum

sonally as to the ship

make, collections..in “the ports where they
were detained. Whatever happened contrary to their plans, Professor Agassiz

rection of the Milanese, or ‘opposed the
priesthood in proclaiming the words of life.
He is at present canvassing for funds to aid
in spreading the gospel through Italy, and.
we doubt not That he” will receive liberal

seems to have used for signal benefit.”

aid.

only gave

them

in which they sailed,

better

opportunities

to

His

quickness of preparation and skill in improving opportunities. insured success. As
has been fittingly observed, ii is a novelty

during the insur-

——A NEw Max IN THE FIELD.

All Eng-

lishmen who

naturally

talk for

money, us

in the history of science to have an explor-

drift to’ America as the north end. poor in

ing expedition accompanied and directed by

Boston flock to the soup houses. * Not only
has Edmund Yates already arrived with his
manuscript. and his terms, but George Mac-

a man of so thorough training, so extensive
experience, of so remarkable kéenness and
accuracy of observation, and of such genius
in interpreting observed facts. Coupled with
this he has the rare boldness and honesty to
refrain from speculating, and to confess

ignorance when the meaning of facts is not
apparent.
:

donald is

about

to

we

are

follow

him, ahd

close

hell, where there is wailing

of teeth, and come

no more

endless ages!

and

gnashing

out throug
;

him

informed

On the important subject of filling our

The pastor who has the gift*of household
visitation, and the church which is faithful

tion, and thus

many

specimens

of animal

tians in defending the Bible and its teachIncluding the dry as well as alcoholic spécings, would bs called cowardiceif it should
bé witnessed smong our soldiers as towards imens, this collection includes every kind of
the principles of free pgovermgnt. The | animal, from man,—represented by ancient

can be

devised.

early Christianity to say, “See how they
| love one another,” will’ have manifest influence upon the communities jn which wé
dwell, drawing

ship with our

them into

a. closer

Sabbath worship.

weighed
against honor and magnamimity easy, good-natured, accommodating kind Peruvian and other Indian skulls, —down- body was interested in the great Jubilee,
and good fellowship. We are most pro- of Christianity thot it practices aud en- ward, including beasts, birds, fishes, rep- we presume almost everybody is interested
to know everything connected with it.
;
foundly grateful to reach the end of this un- courages, is not thé kind that makes tiles, &o., &c.
It is to Professor Agassiz that the world Fabulous stories concerning the immense
“happy piece of business, andto go to work valiant defenders of the faith. It yields,
when it should stand firm ;- it ‘ practices "on owes thanks for the benefit that must come fortune that Mr. Gilmore realized from this
Fuh Skid
iying
the, pri
e us forget
back streets and in distant towns what it from this expedition while being already so and the first Jubilee baving got abroad,
or
3
th of a real could not be deteetedin doing at home and largely indebted to him for his other un- the originator himself comes forward with
of spirit. 1f the English member of on familiar thoroughfares; it presents equaled’ contributions to scientific. knowl- ‘an explanation and a statement. He says
wt
STONE
wk

loshin WRIGIFing ho ords.whioh shall

| ouput fn tie rove

-

that, this
1)
0 |
divine
ed no
is no untried expertment, Jefe tht his
ghtto make religion attractive to ‘the:

less and the worldly, But the wofld is not
,nor the careless.’ conwon to Christ th
Coxe said"

As Bishop

verted.

they w

houses,

ern mass

loudest at the ballet durin

lowest before the altar on

.

i
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Denominational News. aad. oes,
Meeting of the Corporators.

j

Fens,

The annual ‘meeting of the Corpotators

of the Printing Establishtent was ‘held at
Dover during the past weék, when’ the re-

ports of iis condition and operations during

the year were presented, the meedful busi-

ness transacted, and such measures adopted
as were deemed needfui in order to provide

for its future efficiency. It has enjoyed a
year of reasonable prosperity. No serious

losses of any kind Bave been suffered, and
its net profits have been such as to add
something to its resources and ‘enlarge

the

figures representing its inventory.
The
Board accepted the exhibit made with a
good degree of satisfaction, transacted the
business on hand with harmeny and promptness, and arranged to make the Establish-

-

ment minister yet mere effectually to the
welfare of the denomination than. heretofore.

Among the new-and significant measures
which were

inaugurated,

and

which

develop themselves in the course
year, is one which

many

of

our

schools will gladly welcome.

will

of the
Sabbath-

It has been

decided fo issue a second ‘Sabbath-school
paper, to alternate with the Myrtle, so that

schools desiring it may haye a paper

each

Sunday, instead of twice in the month as’
now. The details of the plan are not yet
completed ; but we make this general announcement here for the sutisfaction of
those who are interested in the project, and
shall furnish the

fuller

information

at

an

early: day. The Secretary of the Beard
will soon supply our readers with a more
formal account of thie action taken at this
meeting, It is sufficient to add at the present time, that the Board

were

never

more

united or more resolute than to-day in their’
purpose to make the Establishment a supog
and healthy stimulant to our denominational life, and they enter upon this effort at the
beginning of another year with genuine
courage and fresh hope.
Our Cause in Southern Ohio.
During the past season, the religious interests of the public and denominational

meetings in this part of the State, bave
been uncommonly good.
The session of the Athens

Q. M., held at

Rio ‘Grande, in May, and the Meigs Q. M.,
held at Rutland, in June, were attended,
in addition to the resident ministers, by Dr.
Ball, of New York. Both meetings were
interesting, profitable, and by many will not
soon be forgotten,
:

~The Ohio, River Yearly Meeting, held in
Alexander, in August, was also well attended. ‘The interest of this meeting was
greatly enhanced by the presence of Dr.
James, of Zanesville, and Rev, C. O. Libby,

p)

fellow-

political

excitement

ceases, and

the

the
rethe

the
elec-

tions are over, it is presumed that renewed
efforts willbe put forth for a general revival.
Sabbath-schools

‘
are’ being sustained

in

The. Church’ and Staté (Episcopal) has a the majority of the churches. Superintendpoor opinion of the trappings "of ritualism. ents and teachers, as a general thing, take a
It says:
‘
There is 3 philosophy of clothes, as every

clothes he wears, provided always he has
money in his purse to purchase them according
to his taste.
a
a

And

this is the significance of ritualism

tionate to the dignity of the subjest.

~——How THE MATTER STANDS. As every-

Pate fe

candlestick was removed or

eign.

plan that

in its relations to the dress-question, which
he comes himself, and people will be quite - receives from ritualistsa divptoportiorate
as ready to pay for seeing him as they are share of attention. They give too niuch
for reading his book. Foreigners know time to it, are too much “engrossed by it,
and hence allow it to acquire a degree of
where to find good audiences for big stories. importance in their eyes, wholly dispropor-

life have been preserved in a state suitable
for dissection and study in the lecture room.

savor,

than any other

alcohol had been provided for the expedi-

here

that the

sg

This, in connection with an honest effort to
For the past year several churches in
divest ourselves of those worldly symbols Yearly Meeting have been favored with
that separate the différent classes of society,
and to awaken that striking fraternity of vivals. Additions have been.made to
feeling among us that caused the foes of church of such as shall be saved. When

Whatever may be the facts regarding Stanley’s adventure, he is likely to make consid-

He not only has a

»

will be most likely to’erowd the interior of
their edifice with constant attendants. Tt 18
faithful, earnest, self-denying labor among will so increase that nore may be done in
men that will fill our church edifices sooner the department of missions, home and for-

‘is coming

it, but

simericial

autumn sessions. As far as heard *from,
they were happy and profitable seasons to
the brethren. The benevolent enterprises
of the day'are, we think, receiving more attention; and it is hoped that the interest

It is in the collection of marine. and other
animals that the great sucdess of the expedition has been achieved. Large quantities of

erable money out of it.

the

TRAN wc

to its vicinity in personal efforts for the
evangelization of the community, and ready
to work: without as well as in the sanctuary,

Mr. Stanley, the ubiquitous explorer and
discoverer of Dr. Livingstone.
He will be

hook in press telling all about

OA

charches Zion's Herald offers the following
of Dover, both of whom preached. The
remarks :
The number of persons voluntarily neg- mission spirit was revived, and a collection
Since then, Prof. Dunn spent a
Jecting public worship is constantly increas- taken.
ing.
To evangelize this class, something Sabbath in one of our churches,and preachmore is to be done than to build churches. ed two sermons. Formerly we received
It is notieeable where chapels are built in
respectable portions of
the community, very few visits from our mipisterss especial
where no convenient house of worship has ly those in the East; but now those visits
heretofore been opened, that the pews fill “are more frequent, for which we are truly
very slowly. There is an outside work that thankfill. ‘We, therefore, hope that our fisminister and Jeople must perform.” It is a solation from the great body of the demomdelicate. service, indeed, in an. Established
community, divided into different theoreti- ination will not prevent others from visiting
cal views of the Christian faith’; but it must us.
be wisely and persistently performed, in
The Meigs, Athens, and Tittle Scioto
order to fill a vacant house of worship. Quarterly Meetings have just closed their

reader of Carlyle is aware. Even Shakspeare seldom spoke more truly than when
he said that “‘often the apparel proclaims the
man,” For if, according to the still older
here in January, and will tell the story of roverb, ‘‘a man is known by the company
his tripto Ujiji for so much an evening} e keeps,” he is scarcely less so by the

after

RI

converted Tn museums,
the services
himself and family. But the last Jubilée were
into “‘sacred o
"abd
clergy
into
has completely cleaned, his pockets, which popglar performers, atmayed *in

|

him to give this year of itoil and” exposure”

acts,~real heart-goodness

QPL tn

in which he lives and about a thousand dol-;
i
. How
| lars a year from an investment which was: truth in the
miade by - the
bommittee for the benefit of was it in the dark ages, when the churches |

1825, and was made professor of rhetoric at
The idea of “suffering” a change of heart
Naples. Nearly twenty vvears later Pius
1s thus presented and enforced ‘by the At«
we would better say differences
IX. conferred upon him the office of chaptice; for we apprehend that men believe he not aecept with a readier faith all the lian-general of the forces, and he accom- lanta,*Ga., Index:
great facts of revelation, defend them with
“We must all suffer a change of heart
fuled the Roman army to the walls of | before ve can enter the kingdom of God.”
nearer alike “than they teach. Allowing
more zea],
observe all the Christian premargin
enough
for all = constitutional
icenza, after having roused the nation to These words of Dr. Buchanan, when they
cepts with a stricter faithfulness, and urge’|
and honest differences, we doubt if there
arms by his fervid orations. Expelled from? first fell under our eye, years ago, smote us
them less unhesitatingly upon his fellow
Is not the change
would be th® present variety of religious
Florence after the recall of the Roman le- with very greatsurprise.
men? We have no doubt that he is trying
theories if men conscientiously taught what
gion, he took refuge in Genoa, and was soon of heart, we ask ourselves, a birth into a
new life? Is it not an unspeakable privinow to do exactly right. Was he, then,
they essentially believe.
called to restore quiét in Bologna, where lege,—the greatest bléssing that can come
trying to do exactly right before ? But we meant to speak especially of the
the people had broken into mutiny aguinst to man,—“a joy forever?” Why, then,
But don’t misunderstand us. This is no
widely different conduct among those who
the papal government.
He was arrested, speak of it asa t ing. to be suffered? But
plea for a sickly religion. We acknowlfurther thought justified the strange phraseand sent off under strong escort to Cornetto,
profess to hold the same beliefs. Here; for
edge no place for gloomy, sanctimonious but the people of Viterbo rose en masse to ology. The change of heart is the death of
instance, is a company of a dozen young
countenances in the sunshine of God’s deliver him, and the Pope was glad to re- an old life. It isa ‘“‘mortifying of the deeds
and middle aged men assembled in prayergrace. . Neither de we require that a man lease him. Next we find him reappointed of the body,"—a ‘“‘crucifixion of the flesh.”
meeting. . We judge by what they say themmortal throes of the natural man are in
have the consumption before we accept to his old position of chaplain-general of the The
it. It slays us with the sword of the Spirit,
selves and by the hearty assents of each to
him as a genuine Christian. But we have forces, and on the field with Garibaldi in his that we may be quickened again with his
what the others say, that concerning this
seen such a change in men’s lives when sortie against the King of Naples, and after breath. The evil heart, warm, palpitating,
matter of exemplary daily life, avoiding
their conditions
and...prespects
have the battle organizifl; measures for the re- sensitive, must endure the throttling,—the
even the appearance of evil and walking
changed, that we have been led to query lief of the wounded. Returning to Rome, crushing out,—of its wiong loves, and
in all the ways of the Lord blameless, they
hopes, and joys, the things which are dearwhich manner of living is the nearest right. he occupied himself in sustaining the spirit est to nature, which most pain nature when
cordially agree. They say that it is- not so
Only so far as the absolute requirements of the people, until they were overwhelmed they are erossed,—when they are killed.
much what the world sees, as what God
of God are concerned, is there really one by the superior strength of the French army. Ab, as sinners we must suffer it! If these
sees and approves of, that makes the acdegree of faithfulness for. shealth
and Then, no longer able to serve his country, i lines have a single reader *‘out . of Christ,”
ceptable Christian life. That a wrong act,
‘we
him not to put away the change of
another degree for: sickness? Are we and with’ impaired health and fortune, he heart from himself, because of the sorrow
committed willfully, even though it be in
the dark, is essentially as wrong as though expected, in accordance with any divine sought a living in London by teaching his and bitterness with which sin allies it. Betprecepts, to be any more religious when native tongue, having been allowed to leave ter the transient pangs of a death to sin,
it were committed in daylight with a score
we
are sick than when we are well? If, for Italy with honorable testimonials and safe- than the everlasting agonies of a death tin
.of lookers-on
to be influenced by it. That
instance, it is essentially wrong to smoke conduct passes by the courtesy of the French sin! Better the grief of repentance for a
during vacations, among
strangers or
season than the torture of remorse and desin one case, is it not equally #so to smoke commander.
His fellow-exiles in the me- pair forever! Betterto weep at the door
casual acquaintances, the real principles
in another ? If there is a difference, what tropolis of England urged him to again of miércy, and enter, than to be &ist into
of right action and, Christian living are just
matter as the soul's

{be

work. It has evidently dealt with the
questions submitted to it in a manner every
way worthy of the objects for which it was
constituted. Both the dignity and the delicacy of its task have been kept in constant

remembrance.

Christian

TR XT ey

thatthe former Jubilee gavé im, the
house, and ever mustbe, of

to the field of battle. War has doesn't seek: publicity,~but with them- specimens suitably preserved and arranged,
‘they live quite different 'lves.' Cambridge will offer the best. facilities in
taken the place of arbitration. There has | selves
pecuniarily.
been a hot haste to try the sword. The Watch them closely, and you will detect a the world to the student who would perfect of Oct. 17, to help~himself
brutal trial by battle has supplanted’ the ra< {different manner in almost every, respect. his knowledge of this department of We doubt not that a generous public, grate’
tional decisions of a congress of nations. It They pray more fervently ; they talk relig- science.
-ful for the pleasure and profit that Mr. Gil"It
is
wonderful
what
a
great-"work
this more’s efforts afforded them a couple of
ion
and
defend
it’
with
miore
genuine
is too much to. hope that this method of
solving digputed questions has come to a earnestness: they judge less harshly ; they single man has accomplished, As though months ‘ago, will liberally
patronize this
full end, even among nominally Christian pate less scandal; they are less suspi- born with an intuitive knowledge of the new entertainment that he is about to offér
us ; they are quicker to detect wrong in domain which he has investigated, he hus it,
:
.
peoples. But this work, just ended at Geneva, will do much to put the.war policy themselves, and more eager to correet it; revealed facts before unknown, and satisfacunder distrust, to arm the public conscience they are gentler ; they are more generous; torily explained matters that had puzzled
Spirit of the Press.
against it, and to exalt the wiser methods they do not smoke’ on the back streets; in the scientific world for ages. His career is
of pacific deliberation. Once make it ap- fact they will rarely be found on the back only another example of what may be acSays the Congregationalist :
pear that war is not necessary tq, exalt jus- streets gt all unless it be to carry some complished by honest and’ ‘persistent enThere is
general consentin the vinion'
tice and vindicate honor,
war will kind of comfort to the unfortunate;—and deavor. Already farhous for his wonderful that the fashion of goingmto call on Br gam
soon provoke the protest of the people. all becausé they want some spécidl thing discoveries, he seems to be yearly increas- Young, so popular with tourists at Salt Lake
The thinking bayonets will hesitate to from God, and are trying to live as they ing that fame. It is certainly to be .hoppd City, ought to he abandoned. Make a man
that the liberality of wealthy friends of a'lion, and what can youn expect but that he
march at the order of an ambitious ruler or think they ought to in order’ to get it.
will roar ?
Admit that it may not bé a natural Chris- science may-énable him not only to preserve
in response to the clamor of an angry cabinet
The men who haye done the fighting tian life that; is lived under a pressure. of and thus secure to the world the specimens "The Waichman and Reflector has discov
will determinedly call for arbitration in an- this kind. = It is difficult to be natural with procured during this voyage, but also to in- ered the dawning of a new era in American
life, whieh it speaks of as follows:
swer to the callto rendezvous for a mur: a calamity upon us. But who will say that crease them by future expeditions,
it is not a truer life, and nearer to the way
We have entered upon a new era-—that, of
derous campaign.
huge - watch chains!
Go where we will,
Not all at once will this better method in which. we would constantly live if we
Current Topics.
these immense golden or gilded structures
prevail. But we are glad to hail this set- always did as we believe we otight to do?
glitter at us in linked massés long drawn
tlement, just effected at Geneva, as a To test it, take this Christiin whom we wil]
Fazaer Gavazzi IN Boston. Rev. out, with lockets large and showy, « angling
prophecy that war is to be gradually dis- suppose we have at hand, He is in robust Alessandro Gavazzi, ex-priest and soldier; from the oyer-strained button-hole. We rehealth;he has no present fears of death;
placed by arbitration, and that what has
who arrived in this country from Italy some fer to this as one of the stra vs that indicate
been made a splendid exception in adjust- his business . affairs prosper; he and his months ago, eame to Boston last week. how the social wind blows; dress is typical
of the man (or woman), and that these cuming this dispute over the Alabama claims, is seem to be doing comfortably well. His Probably no minister ofthe gospel has led bersome, heavy, expensive if | gold, and
to become the general rule in the policy of Christian life is a gay; breezy, accommodax a move romantic life than Father Gavazzi, ridiculous if gilt, watch-guards are ‘worn is
civilized nations.
This court of -arbitra- ting kind of life, partaking about "as much Aor done a greater Christian work in the evidence of a slavishness to fashion, a love
tion has not only reconciled two great peo- of worldliness as it does of Godliness. But | field where he” has immediately. operated. of display) of flashy notoriety. that is anybut pleasant to contemplate. = It ma
ples; it. has gone a long way toward the he maintains that he is walking in the true A brief sketch of his life, which we gather thing
seem a small thing to write about, and se it
way,
and
that
he
should
do
no
differently
if
pacification of the world.
from one of the Boston dailies, may be iu- is in one sense, but it is one of the thousand
he were sure of dying next week. Perteresting to such of our readers as may list- little but effective items that show a proshaps he wouldn't.
But let a lingering
en to him during his presence among us. perous nation’s tendency,—to extravagance,
Christian Living.
.
effeminacy, and a long train of evils that
though fatal sickness come upon him,

——
rage the friends who
encou
Wishing to
take an interest in the circulation of the

he

be so much more active in performing , pub-

lic

TT

ma

Mugewn, of ComparativeZo-

carried

Fresh Premiums.

jeot of which

ogg, "The

almost every side,

ology which he organized at; Cambridge
of scandal and reproach, ‘even if he doesn't and; which the has brought to its present famous condition, has made its influence felt
enter them to work material harm. =
| These Christians are thémselyes aware of through the Whole country, and is as proud
these faults, They. can not fail to observe a monument as a man need tq care to ereqt
‘what a difference there is in their daily life, for himself, It was doubtless the advanwhen some calamity = threatens or has? tages which this, his pet istitution, might
already overtaken them.. They may not reap from this expedition that influenced

cordial acquiescence in England, even if
we get no formal approval, Heénceforth

25. 1872.

Editor.

But

points-on

of which the ‘enenty can make much by way

résentative, to give his vote in ' suppert
of these findings, it would have been a still

HR

making little of

preaching, -and

hile

other as-

commendable degree of interest in

this en-

terprise, laboring to promote the cause.
Much, in the future, is expected from these
nurseries of piety.’

:

SELAH HIBBARD BARRETT,

Rutland, O,, Sept 10, 1872.

Waest Va. F. B. Association.

The West Va. Association of Free Bap-

tists convened

with ‘the Fairview F. B. .

church, in Taylor Co., Friday, Sept. 7,
1872. The churches were all represented
by letter and delegates. Various questions were taken up and discussed. ‘The -educational interests of the demomination were

and their merits and prospects
are ever ready enumerated
by Prof. Colegrove. The substated
‘briefly
to expatiate on ** the clothes question,” and
nce was presented by Bro.
tempera
even hold fairs for the exhibition of fancy ject of
dresses, ornamental
altar-clothes, book- Dilworth, and some very appropriate remarks, and other varieties of ecclesiastical marks made.
:
j
‘millinery . And in London these fairs often
The writer spoke at some length on the

pects of their calling; they

attraet crowds of ritualistic clergy and their

feminine followers.

What does this prove?

Why clearly that

the religjon inculoited in their churches is,

prevalence of F. B. views in the.state, and
of the JopastEhoe of taking active measures

yfor::

14

jr farther dissemination.

F

,

-
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‘more.
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The Moderator
and Clerk were appointed [ bmyselt this exhausting;
dahor and sacrifice; | Ee
the Rev. Dr. Duryed, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has
wal
to correspond
with the Free Salvation
Bap- hoping
|
'Draing leave Dover for Lawience atid Boston,
by so doing with the blessing
of the Mas, cane groat sadness io bis large ¢irele of aéguiint’ beéi Tiduced to'undertake
its preps
ROAD offers: for sale its: Lamds in Central
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Last yéar the Methodists report
the baptism of
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Bro. Jasper Cather preached a very ne:
ceptable’ discowsd Friday oyening in the
church,

confident “éXpéctation

NUH, KX.

county, and expect to open--their

i

The writer preached Saturday, at

Ordination,

and will be a credit to the denomination ini that
Jud'W
rods
State.

On the 4th inst., Bro, A, L. Houghton, late of
rell Saturday evening in'the church, and
set. apart to the work of
Stinday at 11 o'clock in the grove; after Bates Theo. schoolgvas
the gospel ministry, and installed pustor of the.
which, & collection of $15.11 was taken up. F. B. church in Lawrence, Mass, Sermon by
After the
collection Rev. Geo. Nestor, of Rev. Dr./Fullonton, of Lewiston; Consecrating
the Methodist Protestant church, preached prayer, by Rev. J. Woodman. The other parts

We

Bro.

‘learn that it was

a

finishing, will take place in connection

ton ; and Tuesday night in W. Va. College

Those who come by

at the

Alden station 20 miles east of Buffalo,
Frie R. R., by the early morning trains.

on the
Alden

Quarterly

year.

The Fifth Annual

its

Bro, B. G. Blaisrenewed
for one

Bro. M. A. Quimby, of the New Durham

Q. M., was

present,

preached.

assisted

in

conferguce

Bros. Kidder of the Christian

and

Order,

its

last

session

number of students

with

.quite a number of revivals during the last
year.
Mountain

and so far as grandéur and beau-

ty of scenery are concerned,no more beaut’

ful spot could be found in the state. Here
may be seen Mansfield mountain and Camin the

The claims of this institution were

laid before the meeting by its agent, Bro. A.

B, Drew, assisted by the writer,and aliberalsum of $800 was obtained. The breth-|

ren have the ability and ought to make this
institution a success. It is now under the
charge of our excellent Bro. Mooers from
Vienna, Me., a son of Bates College,
The Yearly Meeting was interspersed
with the anniversary exercises of the various
benevolent causes.
During the meeting
we had the privilege of giving a lecture on
temperance.
We remain and lecture on
temperanee in this town, - Starksboro’, and
Huntington.
They need here, as in N. H.,

to have their temperance laws enforced.
A. DEERING,

M.—Held. its

Q.

have

last session

WALNUT CREEK
Q. M.—Xeld its late term
with Burns chureh,
.-6—8.
Two churches
failed to report, either
by letter or delegation;
the others were well represented.
The business
oh and the time spent
meetings were Wher

in devotional expercises was profitable, and
exercises were to edification.
-

EXETER Q. M—Held its Sept.

South, and

the

found

But we

have

at Har-

sota, as well asin Ill.

years

30

there

Wis,

Father

witli

ago

well

not met for

Carey commenced
members;

eight

now

shere is a noble church in a rich farming section.
Carey’s ¢hildren are blessed by a father’s toil.
La Crosse valley, a rich Yankee section has,the
vear past, enjoyed a blessed revival under the
Baptists. They number over a thousand in this

church, com

Elder Collins, once a F, B. minister,

valley.

preaches aot Bangor,

Sowe

of these

churches

number 200.
Root river, Money Creek, and other places of
hills, bluffs and vales,in a rich farming commun-

ty,with their good bearing orchards and noble
dwellings, we see again where we first met the
people 16 years ago, when

when we

heavenly

enjoyed

poor

they were

revivals

and

in many

places. Wife and son were living then ; now

they

WW. B. H.

ave gone, and I amalone and sad.

Rev. H. P. LAMPREY, we understand, has ac-

«cepted a call to the pastorate of the F. B. church
:
in Brunswick, Me,
MILTON, ME. Last Sabbath was a time of rejolcing with our little church in this place, which
-was organized June 23, ‘We baptized four hap\ py converts, all of whom

are

heads

of families,

and gave them the hand of Christian fellowship.
At the organization our nuniber was 5; now it is

13.

May the Lord add to this little branch many
P. HOPKINS.

of such as shall be saved.

has

closed

his labors

with the F. B./¢hurch at Nottingham, and the
church has extended ‘an invitation To Bro. H.
Quimby, of Concord, to supply them = with

preaching’for the present. Bro. Knowles is now
at liberty to engage with any other church that
bs 3 nadet
may wish his service.

weed

M.—Held

Q.

TiogA

The

not get a very full delegation,

Conference was done in good
and:

was

love

the

principle

first

Baptist ‘Chapel

its Sept.

English friends. = At the facade of the chapel on
the Rue de Lille, there will be a Gothic entrance

did

as

representing

very

\

8.59

404

7.30

'

LAND

408 |

10.38

429

415

5.06
146

200

of

the

adopt-

will be built, one on

and three

by the.raots

each

side

MORE

Dr, Dollingér has been elected rector of the
University of Munich, by a remarkable majority

largely for the

pasLors.

—out

ports from churches indicate a degree of prose
perity as far ag heard from, with earnestness to

ton.

The Anniversaries
Will be held at Haverhill, Mass., Oct, 15,16 and 17,
Order of exercises next week.
C. O. L1BBY," Ch, Com. of Arrangements,
Anniversaries.
All who expect to attend the F. B. Anniversaries,
to be holden in Haverhill, Mass., Oct. 15—17, are requested to forward their names to the undersigned
previous to Oct 6, in order that early arrangements
may be made for their entertainment,
t
A.P, TRACY.
The 18t Columbus and Sherburne churches will hold

professors, only

six

R. Mckee, reports from May 25, to
187%: No, meetings attended, 65; No. sermons
47; No. families visited, 26; No. Bappreached,
tized,4; Members Rec'd, 5; No. miles traveled,
575: amount received, Yt 10.
Ministers’

the Pierceville church,

on

Saturday,

{

the Jesuits have been exIn ove Spyies
lsatin they have only gone a short
pelled fro
distance from their old establishment, over the
French frontier, and begun business again,

Confer-

. M. held its 8d session with

at 2, P. M,

number

of church

The
and
Ministers present, E. Redlon, W. Tucker, with
86,000. The aggregate
holden
be
to
session
M. R. Mckee. Next
amounts to $28,600,000,
Sparta church on Saturday, Nov. 23, at 2 o'clock,
' number 12,444.
. RISINGER, Clerk,
!
P.M.

General.

The

Eighteenth, Annual

Evangelical

Sunday-Schools

{

;

Convention of the
of

Massachusetts,

with

former Wi

M’s

church,

Eaton

the

Nov.1—3.

Q.

M.

Q.

M.,

conference Friday, at 2 o'clock, P.M. Ministerin
brethrén from other Q. M’s are invited to come an
help

us.

Brethren

and

sisters

meet us,

of our

own

J. W. INGERICK,

WELLINGTON Q. M. has

disbanded

Exeter Q. M.
STRAFFORD Q.M.will hold

Oct. 4, at

and joined the

A. HEALD,

Tunbridge, East

Clerk,

its next session with the

Hill, church,

1 o'clock,

Clerk.

P.M,

commencing

Friday,

J. MOXLEY,

Clerk.

o'clock, A. 3,

J. L, ROBERTS, Clerk,

Letters

sustain missionaries’ in Liberia, in all over fifty
nearly one

hundred

New York

but is purely a vegetable
phine, Opium nor Alcohol,
preparation, perfectly harmless, and above all, pleas-

Tie Castorit “soothes and quiets the

system, and produces natural sleep.’ Jt is a wonder
ful thing to assimilate the food of children and prevent them from crying.

A 35 cent bottle will

do the

work for a family and save many doctor’s bills. [14t38
4

corroborated.

Cushions.

Sponge

Cushions.”

We invite investigation, and will be pleased to send |
circular referring to churches that are using our
Cushions.
HALEY, MORSE & CO.,
411 WASHINGTON ST., BOSTON,
Sole Agents for New England for the sale of PA

0 EN

ELASTIC

SPONGE.

2Tw25
1

=

Vag
~~.
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The

A GREAT
OFFER.— HORACE
WATERS,
148 Broadway. New Jock willais
se ot ONE HUNDRED
ORGANSof six first-class™
PIANOS, MELODEONN
makers, including Waters’s, at Extremely Low Prices for

7

2
:
‘Pain-Killer,

»

cash, or will take part cash, and

from

sons of the highest character and responsibility.
hysicians of the first respectability, recommerd it
as a most effectual preparation for the extinction of
in. It is not only the best remedy ever known for
ruises, Cuts, Burns, &c., but for Dysentery or Cholera, or any sort of bowel tomplaint, it is a remedy
unsurpassed for efficiency and rapidity of action. In
the great cities of

India, and

other

hot

balance

in small monthly

installments. New 7 octave first-class PTANOS.all modern improvements, for $275 cash. Now ready a new kind
of PARLOR ORGA
YN, the most beautiful style and perfect
tone ever made. - 1llustrated Catalogues mailed. Sheet
Music, Instruction Books, and Sunday - school Music
Books.
.
ly2

After over THIRTY YEARS trial, is still receiving
the most unqualified testimonials to its virtues,

AGENTS

WANTED

climates, it

has become the Standard Medicine for all such complaints, as well as for Dyspepsia, Liver

Complaints,

and other kindred diso
. For Upughs
Colds,
Canker, Asthma, and Rheumatic difficulties, it has
abundant

and

testimony, to be an wvaluable medicine.
accompany each bottle,
Sold by all Druggists.

SATE

convincing

Directions

MP. AIGN GOODS. Address
GOODSPEED’S
:
E EMPIRE PUBLISHING HOUSE,
Chicago, Cincinnati, St. Louis, New Orleans or' New

4437

York,

OF

DEVON CATTLE!
The undersigned will sell ‘at Public
at the Dover Fair Grounds, on
Wie

Friday,
that being

Oct.

Auction

"

Jn

o

12w27

JobBUSINESS
WorkCARDS,
gi Heads,
&e.,
Promptly

and Neatly Done

From'12

to 16 Head

of

PURE BLOOD DEVON CATTLE!
The pedigree of the animals are recorded
American
Devon Herd Book.
Catalogues sent, post-paid, on application.

in the

GEORGE F. BEEDE.

Fremont, N. H., Sept. 16, 1872.

2439

Agents wanted eve
SURE of SUCCESS Whore Business highly profitable and legitimate. Article needed in every
amily, sells to Seal satisfaction.

Asdress JEFFER-

MANUFACTURING CoO., Philadelphia,
1yeow39

nvestment.
MUNICIPAL BONDS of the highest grade always
on hand
THOS. PP. ELLIS & CO.

MACHINE COM
AMOS

FOR

ON

wanted

for Cobbi

COMMENTATOR

THE

THE

BIBLE,

HOME

MH. 8. Goodspeed

OF

N. Y.[8m87

MANUFACTURERS

ere

is not a single

Address

;

CRADDOCK & CO.,
v
1032 Race St., Philadelphia, Penn., giving
Morning Star,
.
‘
GREAT

BOOK

FOR

.
name of
4137.

Tlustral

y Thomas Nast.

Introduction by

oon ready, “

Iran Pipes

Brass and Iron

lar,

Flue

and

Cylinder

Boilers;

Barlow’s

Patent

Bleaching Kiers; Steam Boxes for Print Works; Lap
Welded

Boiler

Tubes;

Quinn’s

Patent

Expansion

STATIONARY
AND

Portable Steam Engines,
| SHAFTING,
TURNING LATHES,
MACHINISTSY TOOLS
°

AGENTS,

The Struggles of Petroleum V. Nasby,
Charles Sumner. Now Ready,

OF

Wrought

.Steam and Gas Fittings of all kinds;

He now gives this recipe free on receipt of

Symptom \
msumption that it does not dissipate Night
Sweats
tation of the Nerves,
ifficult Expectorati on, 8
Pains in the
, Inaction of the
Lungs, Nausea at the Sto:
Bowels, and Wasting Away of the Muscles.

A

Plain and Galvanized

Ferules for Repairing Boiler Tubes ; Ship Tanks ;

A THOUSAND.

pay expenses.

AGENT,

Valves ; Steam Whistles ; Locomotive, Marine, Tubu.

CIRCLE.

& Co.
37 Park Row,

PAUL,

SOUTH NEWMARKET, N. H.,

Mankers, 14 Pine St., New York,

Agents

|
|

at this Establishment.

SWAMSCOT

the last day of the Fair of the New Hamj-

SON CHEMICAL
Pa.

|1

4, at 11 o'clock, A. M,,

shire Agacultural Society,

two stamps to

deranged Liver, 1t contain neither Minerals, Mor.

has fully

It is cheaper than Hhir, and wall hold its elasticity
double the length of time, and is proof against moths.
We can refer to more than one hundred churches
that are now using the
]

TENT

child,

yo

Exchange

PATENT ELASTIC SPONGE.

Mass., and

A, CONSUMPTIVE CURED.
When death was hourly expected from Consumption, all remedies having
failed, accident led to a
discovery
whereby Dr.
H. James cured his only

Castoria—a substitute for Castor Oil—18 a physic
which does not distress or gripe, but is sure to oper
ate when all other remedies have failed. You may
confidently rely upon the Castoria in Stomach Ache,
Constipation, Flatulency, Croup, Worms, Piles or

Pamphlet

We are now making a specialty of “ CHIURCH
CUSHIONS ” stuffed with

of Mr. George Judkins,

Nr

A MAN

Forwarded,

R L Howard, Racine, Wis.
Barton, New Haven. East Mills, Vit.
Merrill, Auburn, Me.
J G Chipman, West Ellsworth, Me.

ant to take.

Stock

Church

Also, Sept. 8,
F. Tilton,
both

1200 pages, 250 Engravings. . The best enterprise of
the year for agents.
Every
family’ will have it.
Nothing like it now published. For circulars address

Rev
J V
R H
Mrs

H.Foote’'s Financial

Received,

BY MAIL.

&c.

and Detroit, Michigan.
:

Sent free.
RANDAL H. FOOTE & CO.
1yl9
70 Broadway and 15 New Street;New- York,
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gent—J Sinart—F Whitmore.
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While so little has heen done for our near
neighbor, the South American Continent, six
foreign missionary societies in’ the United States

Randal

CHILD'S

The deacons in Russia

m

Poston, Mass.,

upon common-sense principles, which an experience
of many years as a member of the Gold Board and

AI

M Jenkins—W © King—A Libby—H P

Books

WARRANTED.

Files, Belting,

Member of the N.Y. Stock Exchange.
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m New York City
{GU ARAL NTEED Ra.Payable
over 12 per cent, on the
the

BOSTON Q. M. will hold its next session with
South Boston church, Oct. 12, 18, commencing at 9

&

1530,

HOW T0 SPECULATE SUCCESSFULLY,

9%
to

Boston, Mass.

come praying, come prepared to work, and God will

parishes in Russia is
income of the clergy

ordained ministers, besides
other laborers.

their

BRADFORD & T10GA Q. M. will hold its November
session

»

RELIGIOUS MISCELLANY.

as

registering

tanes.

church, commencing

meeting

were held, previous to thelr union with the
Whitestown Q. M., with theSherburne ehurch, commencing
Friday evening, Oct. 11, 1872.
EDWARD 8. DART, Clerk.

new

contains sensible advice on the subject,as it is based

Esq., of Rowley,

been proved by the most

;

of sixty

appointienia as exten-

PAY

Send for Price List and Circulars,

In Charlestown, Sept. 9, by Rev. W. F. Eaton, Mr.
Wm. A. Kempton and Miss Lizzie Maxim, both of

Volga

4t35

Manufacturers of
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS.
Superior to all others.

Axes,

Remedies are given

Miss Abbie G. Hackett, of Auburn, Me.

exening;

Wilton, Towa, Sept. 10, 1872.

semi-annual

A

WEVERY

Mass., by Rev. W. F. Eaton.of Charles-

G.Todd,

WILL

;
SAWS

Aug. 34, Mr.David D. Rennard and Miss

Sept. 12, at the residence.

FORKS,

They are GOOD.

Welch

5

Emma J. Lolbalh,
of Epping.
Mr. Charles A. Smith and Miss Sarah

town, Daniel

and

8
M.

F.

enterprising person to take agency for our
and very interesting illus!
book,

S

In Antrim,N. H., Sept.17, by Rev, Wm. Hurlin, Mr.
Orlando Lincoln, of
Boston, Mass., and Miss Sarah
Hurlin, third daughter of the officiating minister.
In
am, June 23, by Rev, E. G., Knowles,
Daniel Tuttle, Esq., of N., and Mrs. Mary Blaisdell,

in Stoneham,

18638

fo

. ESTABLISHED

MARRIED

of N.

rOgTos-

The experience of
Agents now canvassing for it
shows that from 50 to 200 copies can be sold in nearly
every village. Clergymen recommend it. Address
CoLUMBIAN Book
Co., Hartford, Conn,
2t38

Sold by Druggists everywhere.

“FAMILY
PHYSICIAN,”
by mail, to any one. This book is

of Epping.

.

‘DISINTHRALLED!

for Thirty Diseases, which each person can prepare.

sively as Joskibie. Also, I shall need to depend on
the churches for conveyance from place to Pace.
O.E. BAKER.

their

Any

DR. 8. 8. FITCH,

brethren of the several churches

The pastors and

will so please to publish the

IT

on receipt of

Send your direction to Dr. 8. S. FITCH
Broadway, New yo1k.

wide-aw

KNIVES

Stamp—

$1 00 to

remedy for Brown Discolorations of -the face. Prepared only by Dr. B,C. Perry, y Dermatologist.49 Bond

make any one their own doctor.

Aggatal

“ MERIDEN CUTLERY C0.S”

For Moth Patches, Freckles
AND TAN, USE PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION.
The well known, reliable and harmless

his
free

;

Alwa,

DISEASES.

York.

¥

ell, A reliuble book

value

You want TABLE

PERRY’S IMPROVED COMEDONE AND PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to cure FLESH WORMS, PIMPLES, eruptions
JLOTCHED disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
ggists. Depot 49 Bond 8t., New York.

Nov. 3, A. M. and evening; Lodomilio,
City, Sabbath,
Nov. 4, evening; Bear Creek, Nov. 5, evening; Strawherrypoint, Nov. 6, evening.
The foregoing appointments are made, pursuant to
my appointment as state mission agent to which
1have concludedto devote one year, from Oct.
work
1, 1872, by consent of the college and church at Wil

support of the

their vote against him.,, This action of the Munich
contend for the faith. Meetings of worship in- faculty is strong evidence Je Bavaria is disposed
teresting and profitable. Home Missionary, M. ‘to stand by the Reformérsagainst the Ultramon25,
August

ence of the Ripley

SKIN

Made.

REED, 139 Eighth Street, New. York.

This little volume should be in every Freewill Baptist home, and would not fail to have a good influence
apon the readers of our Sabbath School Librarmes,
A liberal discount to the trade and to canvassers.
Send your orders to the STAR OFFICE, Dover, N, H,

.| street, New
6mIi2

2, evening;

Nov.

Wardena,

Nov. 1, sverling}

Missionary Union,

RIPLEY, IND.; Q. M.—Held its last term with
Pierceville shureh, Aug. 23—25, The business
was transacted with harmony and dispatch. Re-

M.

75 cents, and will be sent postage paid

¢

sive person. It sells itself. Extra as
allowed more than double ouey. Address,

that sum.

Prairie Creek, Oct. 16, evening; Putnam, Oct. 17,
evening: Fairbank, evening of Oet, 18 and 19, and
Sabbath, 20th A. M., & evening; Lester, Oct.21, evening; Waterloo, Oct. 22, evening; Horton, Oct. 23,
evening; Tripoli, Oct. 24, evening; Orchard, Oct. 25,
evening; Burr Oak, Oct. 26, evening; Mitchell, Sab; Cedar, Oct. 28, evenhath,Oct. 27, A. M., and-ev.
ing; Bloomfield, Oct. 29,evening; Postville, Oct. 30,
evening; Spring Valley, Oct. 31, evening; Albany,

or four floors of apartments will be

who also provide

15,

Oct.

Grove,

MONEY

of permanent

connect

The price has been reduced from

Hope, Oct. 11, evening; Brasonville, Oct. 12, evening;
Madison, Oct. 13, A. M.and evening; Forrestville,
Buffalo

seasonto

'

FIFTH AVENUE, cor. 9th St.,
“NEW YORK:

fession. For the Sick and

Oct. 6, P. M.,

Central City, Oct. 6, A. M.; Waubeak,

of the doorway,

undertaken by the American

with- Sparta

of press,

3 o’clock; Union Town, Oct. 8, evening; Delhi, Oct.
Oct. 10, evening; Mount
9, evening; Manehester,

order to reduce the working expenses,
two stores

session) be prospered in all things as they have
J. W.. INGERICK, Clef.
need. .
P

22nd, at 2, P.

\

Notice. {
Providence permitting, I will visit the churches of

Oct; 14, evening;

in

PACIF

Jaesin for Youmai's ich de 0
Every
ay
ants, containing
§ in
every Department of Humin Por
han
pi
ossible way. From $20 to $40
a week insured, It
s for every Housekeeper,
Farmer, Trade
and Pro-

Life of Wm. Burr.

sends
pages,

the Iowa Northern Y. M.as follows:

Alton,

BN,

RAILROAD, ST PRTIAN.

A new edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out

Notice.

formed at the back of the chapel, the rentals of
we are glad to say is 8 owing lite.” May Go
licenseto whieh will aid the chapel funds,
The chapel will
help them. Bro. Wm. Campbells
The preaching
preach the gospel was renewed.
seat about 550, and will be completed in the auand power of the
was in the demonstration
tumn of 1873. It will be very costly, and it will
spirit; the brethren and sisters showed a firm,
be necessary to make fresh appeals to England
steady determination to press forward to possess
the goodly land. May the good brethren and
and the United States before the work is comsisters of this little church ‘(who received us so pleted. The responsibility has been generously
kindly and ministered to our wants during the

Next term

MY

for

Address,

OR

EMPLOYMENT.

4A7

f

3

vara

full information,

re

DEPARTMENT

_ Or 23
13teow:22

4,42

11.00

‘Bét-

©

Aloe

map and copy of New og

10.18
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0.45
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Oar

Send for Pamphlet containing

P.M.
‘4.05

10.55

7.80

7.56

ul

7.09

wives and children

“715

Dover.
lady
6.45 '10715
J2

poy

Northern Pacific Railroad.
is the time for
tlers and Colonies; to.
i
and Government Homesteads close to the
.
wg]

East to purchasers of Railroad

with trains for Boston and’ Portland. Leave Gunic
every Saturday for Strafford Corner and North Strafford. Leave Alton daily fer Gilmanton Iron Works.
Stages connect at Rochester
daily, from East Rochester, with trains each way.
;
:
WM. MERRITT, Supt,

many

church. I found it very low and mnéarly dis~
Westfield, Sept. 25 and 26. Each
«couraged. Man
Imad becomo disaffected and will be held in
The power of the * modern pulpit” was well
is entitled to two delegates
State
the
in
School
the:
reported.
and
discouraged
left, others were
pastor of the illuftrated recently in Rochester, N. Y., in the
the
ng
includi
more,)
no
(and
two
church had lost its’ visibility. I found but
7
‘case of ‘“the Great Gift Concert” scheme, Which
brethren who had any courage to make further church,if he i8 chosen.
proved a miserable failure, in consequence of the
Rev,
that
papers
p announced in the:
It is
effort to save this interest. There was such a
Brooklyn combined influence of the pastors in the city,
popular
very
the
of
one
r,
Gallahe
Mr.
'
it
found
I
that
general feeling of discouragement’
to go to Elizabeth, N. J. who wisely took the pains to expose and denounce
necessary t6 assume all the risk of obtaining any’ pastors, has decided
$10,000 salary; $7,000 it from their pulpits. Doubtless there are other
carry
to
said
is
the first ‘year;-the secolid a sub- The ‘call
compensation
a» wd

Gonic,

days and Fridays

The annual meeting
of the Freewill Baptist Education Society, for the choice of officers and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
come before the meeting, wil! be held in the vestry
of the Freewill Baptist church in Haverhill, Mass.,"
on Wednesday, Oct. 16, 1872, at 8 o’clock, A M.
DEWITT C. DURGIN, Rec. Sec.
New Market, N. H., Sept. 16, 1872.

portal, and three large lancet headed windows
above it; the whole surmounted by a Gothic battlement and a bold pedimented center. But in

to duty and
church, that

has been twice dead and Rlucked up

of the

Booth, of London,

that actuated

ed to bring delinquent churches up
their obligations. . The Ridgebury

corner-stone

Clerk.

More effective measures were

brethren.

churches

Mr. Rob€rt O. Fuller, of Boston, as representing
the: American Committee, and by Rev. S. H.

harmony

order;

and larger

in Rue de Lille, by Mr. James Benham, of Lon¥
don, ds joint treasurer. of the English fund; by

and

business

The

;

ever erected in Paris was laid on the 20th ult.,

under

We

session with’the Wilson Creek church.

ag

DE KALB CENTER, ILL. For the last two years
1 have been preaching with the Cherry Valley

&

BRADFORD

them.

and establish the ordinances of the Gospel.

presence at this
and it will do

G. W.MAavuew,

of the deadly influ

sight and care, till the people can erect

25, at 2 o'clock, P.M.
mencing on Friday, Oct.
The Apalachin church is a new enterprise; the

November

Rev. E. G. ExowLes

i

(LET

’

tlers on Government

T.01

iar 10.25

any

er acre; further

SOLDIERS

Leave Alton Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
for Laconia.
' RETURNING,— Leave
onia Mondays; Wednes-

Notices and Appointments.

of the

scattered over the State, and need pastoral over-

It was well representwith the Herrick church.
ed, and the interest was good.
Next session with the A patil church, com-

.

people

freedmen of that

every year. The Bishop says, ¢ I am in constant
receipt of letters from English clergy on the exo-.
dus of their people to our bright and beautiful
Canaan, and in some cases of the intention of
colonies to bring with them their own clergymen.” Members of the Episcopal Church are

Creek Q. M., for which we are grateful.

them and yourselves

colored

that this ‘emigration will be larger

with Spring Creek church, Aug. 30. Churches
all reported (but one) by letter. The season was
precious to believers,
We- were favored with
three excellent sermons from Rev. A. Losee, of

your
esire your influence and
meeting; so come up, brethren,

lecturers

a large portion of which is from England, and
consists of baptized and confirmed members of
the English Church.
Nebraska is now called the
English State, and it is said by intelligent officials

pe 4
PA., Q. M.—Held its last session
“WASHINGTON,

need

instructors

There is a wonderful emigration to ‘Nebraska,

Clerk.

brethren are building a house of worship,

the

already the 550,000

ance.”

three months, and this was fully an oecasion-of
average interest. The soci#]l meetings were truly refreshing. Sermons were preached by Gerrish, Redlon and tbe writer.

; discouraging circumstances, and they

special

the Home Mission Seminary at Augusta, Ga., referring to what the Catholics are doing, thus calls
for help: * Ye men of God, hasten to the rescue!
‘Waste no strength in bootless controversy as to
who is to blame, but rather hearken to the Macedonian ery, and bring your much needed assist

fraterna

N. F. WeYmouTH,

Twelve

Rev. J. T. Robert, D. D., the able Principal of

OWEGO, N. Y.,Q. Mi~Held its summer session

Minn,

Poor health as driven the writer north again.
But it is sickly all over Wisconsin and Minne-

in Johnstown,

F.

|

6.96
645

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

SYMPTOMS OF CATARRH.
Dull, heay y headache, obstruction ot nasal passages, discharge falling into throat, sometimes profuse,
watery, acrid, thick and tenacious mucous, purulent,
muco-pugnlent, bloody, putrid, offensive, etc. In
others a dryness, dry, watery, weak or inflamed eyes,
ringing in ears, deafness, hawking and coughing to
clear throat, ulcerations, scabs from ulcers, voice
altered, nasal twang, offensive breath, impaired smell
and taste, dizziness, mental depression, tickling
cough, ete. Only a few of the above symptoms are
likely to be present in any case at one time, No dis.
ease is more common or less understood by physicians. The proprietor of DR. SAGE’S CATARRH REMEDY will pay $500 reward for a case of Catarrh which
he can not cure. - Sold by druggists at 50 cents.

thirty-

| ences that Rome is bringing to bear upon

greeting, the generous hospitality and the ear-nest co-operation that made us feel at home, We
usually have a good time when we meet dear

brethren and sisters that we

ago was

employed,
and twenty-six

State are feeling the power

new ground to us, it
of the (now extinct

mony village. This was
being
within the limits

Wellington Q.M.

Clerk.

session

seventy.

been

effort to proselyte

Next term with Liberty church, Dec. 6, 1872.
Collection on the Sabbath for Ill. Y. M. Home
Mission Society, $13.69.

B. A. GURNEY,

five years

to be expressly for this disease.

It is said that the Roman Catholics have decided
to make (Georgia their “radiating center” in the

the

W. H. CUTLER, Clerk.

doing

“i!

‘Rochester,

Notice.
—
and six special instructors. The practice of emThe Freewill Baptist Poreiin Mission Society will
ploying lecturers extraordinary was favorably | hold its annual meeting for
the choice of officers and
commented on, and for this year, to the list of the transaction of any other business that may legally come before the meeting, in the Freewill Bapdistinguished lecturers in the course has been
tist church in Haverhill, Mass., on Wednesday, Oct.
16, 1872, at 4 o’clock, P. M.
added the name of Theodore D. Woolsey.
FourDEWITT C. DFRGIN, Rec. Sec.
teen students graduated.
¢
. New Market. N. H., Sept. 16, 1872.

J. M. BaiLey, Clerk.

Oak Hill, Oct. 31.

Next session with the Waterford
meneing November 1st.

Cooley

bry

Arn,
Dover,
«Boston,

KIDNEY COMPLAINTS.
—In diseases of the kidneys
the VEGETINE gives immediate relief. It has never
failed to cure when it is taken regularly, and diree:’
tions followed. In many cases it may take several
bottles, especially cases of long standing, It aets
directly upon the secretions, cleansing and strengthening, removing all obstructions and impurities. A
great many can testify to cases of long standing having been perfectly cured by the VEGETINE, even after
trying many of the known remedies which are said

extraordinary.
The present board of instruction
consists of five regular professors, four lecturers

pleasant
A
with the church at W. Falmouth.
The next
and profitable season was enjoyed.
session will be held with the 2d Poland church,

—

I was glad to find Brother

11.87

« "New Dutham,

4

oh ARRTe

1

681

3.52

140

“Alton,

is imparted to the debilitat,,
the agency of Atwood’s QUININE

ninety-four. The average annual increase for
the period has been thirteen; average annual attendance,

French

"Ministers and Churches.
South-eastern

11.80

Eka:
eave Alton Bay,

people may earn a livelihood by it,
positive benefit to heaith.

two. The next year it rose to forty-four; the
next to fifty-nine; the next to eighty-one; while
for the year just closing it has amounted to

LShelby church on® the 17th and 18th of Aug.
Next session with Hart church, at the Rouse
school house, October 19 and 20, commencing
Saturday, at 10, A. M.
i
L. Hrrcicock, Clerk.

CUMBERLAND

Commencement Exercises

with many of the prominent men of the church.
In the annual statement of the Dean of the Faculty, the Rev. Dr. Warren, it was shown that the

Pa

Q. M.—Held

in 1842,

for admission to the term participated, together

and Stone of the Congregational church, were also
present.
Arrangements
were made for every
‘| church to have a protracted meeting,
8. C. KiMBALL, Clerk.

well attended ; the Q. M’s generally. report-

Notes from

his consecra-

of the Boston Theological Seminary took place
in the Bromfield Street Methodist Episcopal
Chueh, Boston; Sept. 11, In the morning, at
half-past eight o’clock, there was a reunion love
feast in the chapel of Wesleyan building, in which
past students, present students and applicants

last session

The Lord was present

to own and bless his people.
delV’s license to preach was

ed a very good interest, and there had been

the loftiest mountains

of the Ascension in 1827; received

-

BELKNAP, N. H., Q. M.—Held

We have just attended the session of this
body, holden at Waterbury, Vt., in the
Green Mountain Seminary. It was quite

state.

States and settled in New York when he wasa
lad. He was ordained in May, 1822; officiated
for a few years as assistant minister of Christ
&hurch, New York; became rector of the Church

“and as bishop in 1843,

Ld

with the Loudon church.

Vermont Y. M.

el's Hump,

tory studies -at the General Theological Semi
nary; his parents having come ‘to the United

Meetings.
——

OCEANA

Seminary;

rail

at Co-

tion as assistant bishop of Massachusetts

Sept. 12, 1872,

Green

born in England, Feb, 9, 1801; graduated,

| lumbia College in 1817, and finished his prepara-

is four miles from C,
LEXANDER DICK.
Cowlesville, N. Y., Sept 10,1872.

prayers of our brethren. We may send the
Macedonian ery,—**Come
over and help us.”

the

the

should arrive

The growth of our churches during the
year has been small. Weé need the help and

is located

now

with

and a season of rich blessings,

On Sunday the attendance was large,—
some 1,000 or 1,500 persons being present.

Here

11.00. © 8.17
892
17.
338

Alton,

or

Wo years’ re Bidence.
4 op a
;
«Mi
12.30 Wis
TRANSPORTATIO
AT Amro
8.00
6408 { RATES furnished frot oN he hyine
ts

01008)

Trains for

is the most elastic and secure known,

0

“8.80

New Darham,

“4

Bay:
A.M,

''*

Arr. Alton Bay,

hanioal perfection of the WHeox &
Sewing Madhine is sich thdt,

He was obliged to suspend

[ve

_Gonie,
{
Farmington,

&

delicate persons positively injurious. ‘On the other
, the

Alsom

i. Hocker

is altogether ill-adapted for family sewing,
and the
complicated and cumbrous machinery required to
consiruct that stitch ‘makes sewing difficult,
and to

The Right Rev. Bishop Manton Eastburn, D.
D., Bishop of the Episcopal Church of Massachusetts, died at his residence on Brimmer street,
at 10 o’elock, on the night of Sept. 12; of malignant dysentery. This eminent clergyman was

at 10: 80, A. M. Sermon by Rev. G. H. Ball, D.
D.
We expect a large gathering of our friends,

d

W. Va.,

il

The tangled, rigid, non-elastic Iockstitch

this country, in 1868, on account of its failure.
He gubsequently became tétally. blind, and has
resided in Great Barrington, Mass., pursuing

next session of the Genesee Q, M., on Friday,
the 18th of October. The services will commence

chapel. The presence of Bro. Morrell and
his wife gave us good cheer. ‘We pray the
Lord to be with them inn’ their Christian

Flemington,

to sight.

x

Leave Boston,
i *
over,

the removal of cataract with entire success.

Dedication,
The dedication of Cowlesyille . church,

invitation in the C. B. house in Fleming-

Another year lies before us; the Lord
guide and bless.
The Association adjourned to meet with
the Flemington church, Friday before the
2nd Sunday in Sept., 1873, Rev. T.H.
Drake, of Ohio, is to preach the opening
sermon, and the writer to be his alternate.
Z
D. POWELL.

_—

his miséfonary labors in Turkey, and returned to

So. Boston, Sept. 19, 1872,

very acceptable discourse.
;
Monday night, Bro. Morrell preached by

work.

and that one has et up occupation as the diseov
erer of an infallible remedy for the cure of corns,

The Rév.'H. J. Van Lennep, D. D., has been
restored

Treatise for

were sustained by Revs. J Burnham: Davis and
TONIC BIgrers. They are a purely vegetable tonic, Stages leave Wolfeborough Tuesdays, Thursdays
such literary labors as he was able, Not Jong | and as an appetizer;
C, E: Blake.
ii
or to eorréet ‘the acidity of the and Saturdays for Tufvonboraagh, Moultonborough,
Cv E. BLAKE, (lerk of Council, | since he submitted to treatment in New York for stomach, are unrivaled.
Sandwich and Center Sandwich.

Morrell preached in’ the church to a very
_ attentive congregation, amd Bro. J. C,
«Clirfe,of the C. Baptists, preached in W.Va.
College chapel.

the 71st

of ‘October. "The chdol 18fo be of high'grade,

11-0'clock, A. M., in thé grove; Bro. Mor-

oite a stirring discourse. ' At night,

school

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1872,

the priests plein manufacturersof liquors,

Ie

ears Credit;
cific
0 Bon
for land at $1.10. , No
un
gent
such
advantages
to settlers
}
o
h
Ming:

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEE R: R.

ed in Austria without, permission: of the! state’
who ¢ will treat the question us oueof police, not.
a8 one of éfvie right,” | A Swiss paper states that.
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of “Among
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Poetry.

her Drefyy velvet paws fly the ten little,

they fly
‘ Letters

——

[The last words of 4 youll man who: was hung in
England for the murder of a younger brother, while
in a fit of delirium caused by Intoxication. ]

said

given

office somewhere, and mamma will be sure
to find you.”
“Oyes! Tknow,T saw'd it—the post-

and runs sereaming to mamma, : **O, mam»
ma, mamma, Pussy got pins in her toes!”
Then mamma explains to Freddy why the

office—me

pins

and

mamma—one

day.

It's

“were “put “fn Passy's' velvet toes.

“Poor, soft, Fy, ‘helpless little’ Pussy!

fo the trotted off across the (broad h- What could she do if she’ had not pins in
brary

floor, ‘out into

the

hall,

and

Aunt

Sue, having heard the door cldse behind

The appointed hour of one.

her, returned to her writing.
Out in the hall, Tiny stood still.

wet,

And some were closed
to pray.—
“Prisoner, we wait a moment yet,
If you have aught to say.”

thought came to her.

A great

** T will go to papa,”

her toes? Does Freddy like to have people

poke their fingers in his eyes, or open his
mouth, or feel of his tongue? No more
does Pussy. Would Freddy like to be
carried around, squeezed wp under some:

said she to herself. Papa was gone away. body's arm with his head hanging ‘down?
He had been gone, oh queh a longtime ! She No more does Pussy. But Pusey cannot
oould only just faintly remember, like a speak. She cannot complain—all she can

The young man looked upon the arom,
Then cast a wistful eye
Towards his father’s chimney top,
And native village nigh.
The vanished
joys of early years
He dimly did recall,

dream, some soft, loving brown eyes, and a

gentle voice that called her * little daugh- |

ter.”
time,

Then said; with quivering lip and tears,~—

Then the rooms were very dark one
a strange black box, covered with

flowers, was carried

WINE CUP DID IT ALL.

out at

the

door,

paph had never come back any more.

“1 struck the blow s—the proof is clear,—=

and

Nev-

er once, though she had run all through the

But give to me nly due ;—

house and garden erying out, ‘I want
papa! I want papa!” many a day. But
now she could go to him. They told her
he was gone to God, but was she not a let-

My brother was to me as dear

As aty one to you;
Upon his fair and tender brow
My warmest kiss did fall ;

I loved him then, I love him now,—
THE WINE CUP DID IT'ALL? |

ter now, and had not auntie said that letters

go everywhere ?

They bore his form, of friends bereft,

And if she could only get

into the ‘‘pos’-office,”papa would be sure to

. Where riteless graves were found,
And there the twilight sunshine left
The shadow on his mound.
And often there, by moonlight dim,
The village lads recall
His hapless fate, and say of him,

find

her.

Yes,

‘she would

go to papa!

There stood the hat rack, with her own
small jockey hanging upon it; so with all
her strength she pushed forward one of the
great hall chairs, climbed up and secured
her hat, put it on ‘hindside foremost—poor
little Tiny!—and opening the door went
out into the street.
Twenty minutes afterward Aunt Sue,

“THE WINE CUP DID IT ALL.”

Best.

having finished her letters, crossed the hall

Mother, I see you with your nursery light,

and noticed the displaced chair and missed
jockey, and wondered where the child cquld
be. At that very moment the clerk at the
post-office hearda piping voice, and looking
down, saw a strange sight—a tiny creature,
no mere than three years old, it seemed,
with jockey hat awry, its sweeping plome
tangled with golden curls, a postage stamp
shining conspicuously in the center of a polished forehead, and wistful eyes turned up
at him, glistening with a.great hope.

Leading your babies, all in white,
To their sweet rest;

Christ, the Good Shepherd, carries mine to-night,
And that is best |
I can not help tears when I see them twine
Their fingers in yours, and their bright curls
shine

On your warm breast ;
But the Saviour’s purer than yours or mine; 3

He can love best!
You tremble each hour because your arms
Are weak ; your heart is wrung with alarms,
And sore oppressed ;

»

My darlings are safe and out of reach of harms;
~~

+ 1 want to go to papa,” said the voice.

The clerk smiled.
papa ?” asked he.

‘ Where

is

your

* Gone to God,” said Tiny, solemnly.
The smile died out. They bad sent many

You know over yours may hang even now
Pain and disease, whose fulfilling slow
Naught can arrest ;
Mine in God’s gardens run to and fro,

odd pareels to strange
that office, but never

directions

one

fo

through

that

address,

thought he.

And that is best.

“Jam

You know that of yours the feeblest one

a letter,

and

1 want

to_go

to

papa,” pleaded the child, her yearning eyes
still fastened on his face.
** What is your name ?” asked the clerk.
But at that moment a blustering business

And dearest may live long years alone,
Unloved, unblest;

Mine are cherished of saints around God’s throne,
And that is best.

man, bound on the redress of some

You must dread for yours the crime that sears
Dark guilt unwashed by repentant tears,

griev-

ance, pushed forward and brushed her
aside ; she was drawn into fhe current of
people passing in at one door and out at
another, and before she could say another
word, found herself in the street again.

And unconfessed ;
Mine entered spotless on eternal years,
Oh! how much best!
But griefis selfish, and I can not see
Always why I should so stricken be
- - More than the rest;

There

she stood irresolute.

God did the best!
—Mrs. Helen Hunt.

“When Freddy. holds Pussy right-end up,
strokes her gently, and speaks lovingly to
her, the little sharp pins in her paws go
away—clear in, where nobody can
them, and Pussy begins to sing a low,

A Pretty, Sad Story.

blanched face and eyes wild with terror; no
one heard a feeble, wailing cry.
A great burly boy with a basket on his

"HOW A LETTER WENT TO PAPA.
——

on

arm, . pressed

tiptoe by the escrutoire Where Aunt Sue

forward

with

blind

speed,

found something in his pathway and bore
it down. Then it was all over. The mad
horses were down the street and far away.
The relieved pedestrians came out of their
places of refuge. Only one did not move.
_. A little, lifeless figure, with wide open
blue eyes, long, soft, golden curls sweeping
the curb-stone, and dimpled hands thrown
out, lay where it had fallen. - The jockey

of paper before her, was
1 : very Soop in the
business indeed. Then
a fat, dimpled finger stole cautiously up and touched a finsped pile.

hat had

rolled from

her

head,

its

white

feather was draggledin the dust, but the

see
lit-

everything.

If you

hold

Pussy gently,

stroke her softly, and treat her kindly, you:
never will be troubled by the ten’ little pins

in her tef§%oes ; butif you trouble and worry and tease Pussy, she will scratch.”
Little Fred’s lesson is a lesson also to wus
older ones.

These

helpless little dumb

form part of our family, have

ones, who
some

rights

that we are bound to see maintained.

_

We have sometimes wondered to see a
helpless kitten or puppy given up to be
tortured in a nursery, without even an attemptto explain to the children the pain

they are inflicting, and the duties they owe
to the helpless. Thus, what might form
the most beautiful trait in the childs character is changed to a deformity. Instead
of learning from the kitten a generous consideration for weakness and helplessness,
the little one oi
the nursery Ye
lessons of brutal tyranny
No parent ought to allow a child the
possession of any living crearture with
whose comfert and welfare they do not
charge themselves. Children are not naturally ‘cruel; they are only ignorant
and inconsiderate. They have no conception of the pain they often inflict, even by
their

loving

caresses.

A boy,

too,

hasin

him a sort of wild, uncultured love of domination and sense of power,

which

are

no

continu. | Would build for our peor laborers!” No
°
“1 believe you are right, Tom,” returned oh 4 and nowy Mand, didn't God give you, | More was said. The cottages were built,

of a sucrifice.
Mrs, |
i * but there's our own gar. the little brother whom you love so. well ?| 21 they were tho expression
up to Heaver, | Can We: Sour ow-tlodiond desta Begasded
den Wokis,as moh work as you can give it." and if he takes ttle Ro
a
ot
pi
up to liye | thedosho io wo
dfiw (a V
0 wii
*¢ * Look not every man on his own things, iia

er Bly nd ma one| Sir Wo

but every
also on the things of others,’” with hin
rejoined "fom, who seems to have studied
{Tuer

the Bible to some purpose.

an

bor, Carter.

* How d’ye do, mate ? ” said Tom, kindIj. i=
** None t
for seeing you,” Grundy
would have said, perhaps, if he had ‘spoken

his mind, but he growled out a half civil reply, instead,
** About your garden, neighbor,” Tom

‘“ "Tis in a terrible mess.”
‘* Could have told you that,” hy the sick

man.

7

“IT want to put it to rights a bit, if you'll

let me.”
“You!”
“Yes, I. Why not?
There's them
gooseberry-trees, now ; they want cutting.”

“I know they do,” growled Archer.
«¢ "Tis time to think of putting jn seeds.”
* Of course it is,” replied Archer, testily.
“And a good many other things want
seeing to,” continued Tom Carter.
*“ You needn't tell me that,” said the man

with the fractured leg and ribs.
* May Ido it?” asked Tom.
“What for?" said Grundy.
pay you for it, if you do.”

&

&

Oh! itis excellent

—Christian Union. ~
Tom

{

A month later, and Grundy
garden, hobbling about with. a
ing with a curious expression
nance at Tom, who was raking
ion bed.
Everything was neat

pe

1 don't think anybody

in

the

village

Frogfield liked Grundy Archer.
surly fellow at the best, and

was downright quarrelsome.

of

He was a

sometimes

he

He had his

good points, too. He was sober and industrious. He prided himself particularly upon his own cottage-garden, in which, every
evening, after he bad left working

for

his

‘I

can’t

seellam
0) my

on, loving the

was in his
stick, lookof counteover the onand tidy as

and planted. Grundy looked over the fence
into his neighbor’s garden.
“Why, Tom, you are backward with
your own work!”
“Rather, neighbor; but Tll soon fetch
up.”

*¢ But, Tom,—stop a bit, Tom,—I've

something to say.

of the Hurite
Mr. Marstein’s city home still echoes the the. agricultural productions

SE

happy voices of two sweet * little children,” coast which
who ‘‘love one #mother,” and are daily Yo T Smite
learning to love God more.
a moment

Candle Dipping,
Sr

Patty was

I provi

one day watching

her mother

* dip” candles. It seemed dull work to the
child at first, the candles grew so slowly.
‘‘ Patience, dear,” said Mrs. Lyman, smil-

ing, and she kept on dippin}
When Patty came the
cond

exclaimed with delight :
“0 mamma! they're as

time, she

big round as

candy! Wish ‘twas candy; wouldn't I eat!”
Mrs. Lyman began agwin at the first row.
* Why, Mamma

Lyman, true's

you live,

I can begin to see them grow I”

“You are right,” said her mother. * Peo-

ple

don’t work

and

wait, all* for nothing,

got

I say, Tom, this is very

she did not hear her mother’s words,

But she did hear them, and was putting
m away in her memory along with a

to her, and which she had not seemed to
hear at the time.
1 wish Mrs. Lyman could have known

use to talk to Patty. I wish she could have
known that years afterwards the dancing
child would be comforted in many a trouble
by those cheery words, ** People don't work
and wait for nothing, daughter.” For you
see it all came back

to Patty

when she was

She saw a picture of her good
a woman.
mother dipping candles, with a steady, sober look on her face, and that picture always did her good —Sophie May.

What

—

Sl

In the eastern part of Maine, in a time of
reformation, a mother was sweeping the

hand across his face, and took it away moist.
‘I can’t bear it, Tom ; to think how crooked

you find, since you are compelled to lie on

I can’t

I've always been with you.
yours, Tom”

it.

bear ‘it;”

Them hens

of

«Never mind about them, Grundy.”
«T'was I that Killed ’em, Tom.”
Carter;

* they

shouldn’t*have got into your garden.”
* Did you know I did it, then? ” ah
“ Well, I gave a pretty close guess; but
what matters?”

“You've

beat

me,”

sobb®d

Grundy

Archer; “you've beat me out and out,
God bless you for it, Tom!” and he held
out his hand to Carter, who shook it with
a hearty grip of goodwill.
Tom Carter had found out one way of
doing good.
« Be not overcome of evil.”"—Chkristian at
Work.

Maud Marstein was five years old, and
she felt almost grown up. She had "been
for two weeks at her grandpapa’s in the
country. A dear little baby brother was

happened to get thé upper band,

very sick at

Maud’s

Question.

mi

home,

——

and

although

Maudie

tried to be quiet, the slightest sound made
baby restless, and it was decided she should
looked
out of his chamber-window as he was dress- g0 away.
ing, and saw a sight which might have | *¢ As soon as little Robbie gets better,we
for you, dear,” said Mrs. Marsmade a better-tempered man than he cross. ‘will send
_A number of fowls had got into his garden, tein; and the carriage rolled away, with
Archer was as savage as a bear.
One morning in March, Grundy

- #1 don’t know, my dear.

What

could

your little bed.”
*“ O mother! I have found Jesus, As I
lay here praying, I looked away to him,
and he forgave my sins.”
And so it was. 1 found the precious
child had been deeply convicted and truly
converted whilé"confined to her couch ; and
the tears of joy ran down her cheeks as she
confessed to me what Jesus had done for

her soul.

:

Wharf
“4 de

pom next

to go to Stockton

on

Mp crossed the bay to

Lox,
as pit is be
to n,”

a

known, ¢ Little

the Li ermore Valor

hand, say
Fede ai = b

with a rancher, who’ ‘was knownight
ley as ‘ Cla
ph him that because
he got
on to his money with

n

dagre

e country,

of
be

not universal

suppe

ed, * Clamps” asked thei
oie

, and how

I

soft, botled or fried.

I

1

oda

like”
ks

1d Kin T oro

Tike

Some €
and thatit would suit me bess
to have them soft boiled,

In a few Hotnghis there came Clamps apd
his wife, rolling
an egg the size of a flour
barrel, which they boiled in a short time in
a large cauldron, and then set it up on end
table,

A

hele was

shell, and the e
long-handled

size of the egg, i

observed that his hens must be enormously

large!
I

*¢ By no means,” he replied. ** You

not be 80 much

when I tel}

that one hen did not

lay this egg alone;

t look seven or eight hens almost a week

to lay it.

It wasa” joint-stock

uction

i
the indtvidudTopponsitility
pln
next morning

the
res,
At breakfast the

we.-had

more egg, and then
I went on the road to

Stockton. I reached San
Joaquin River at
noon, and was ferried over
a uniquelooking craft. While the Boi
man was
tugging silently at his bi
inquired
whether his ferry was pro table,
* Doesn't scarcely pay for raisin’ the.
boat,” he replied.
Se Raising the boat? I repeated. ** What
do you mean by raising the
i
* Mister” said he, resting for awhile on
his oars, 2 J 0 be a stranger in these parts,
bean't

I replied

a Little Girl Found.

and Grundy Archer drew his brown, bony

thought

t

daughter.”
by madam's chair at the
in the top of the
“Yankee Doodle ano
town,” sang made
Patty, dancing the time to the tune, as if was dipped out with a
I was astonished at the

room where her invalid daughter had lain
upon her bed for a year; when she said—
* Mother, Ww hat do you think I have
found ? ”

I could not have

Tha

one hears in those parts

instead of walling dat
termined

—

this, for she sometimes thought it was of no

master, he worked for himself. Gryndy’s
next neighbor was a good-tempered man,
as industrious as himself; and, as their gardens joined, there was a kind of rivalry
kept up as to which—Tom Carter or Grundy Archer—should have the earliest peas,
the biggest cabbages, and so forth. On the
part of Carter, this rivalry was carried on
with pleasant good-humor; but when he

Grundy

PU

thousand other things which had been said

ever.
Trees and bushes had been trimmed,
weeds burned, ground dug in, seeds sown

‘¢ Never mind,” answered

Carter’s Way.

J

“1 don’t want youto.
May I doit?”
* If you like,” replied Archer.

And, Tom,—I say, Tom,

To have a giant’s strength; but tyrannous
To use it like a giant.”

a’andls

the

easy

The door opened, and in same his folgh

not for the oppression of it.

“.%

EL

God who gave them all to-you? ” |
Munchausen, in i.
Again Maud's face was very sober.
chair one evening, inno pleasant frame of
“Yes, grandpa,” she said at length, ¢
mind; for he was getting better ; and they
' The followingisis a flr represen
.o
say that-when a: man gets extra cross;
is think I could.”
N,
Zoe enlarged, of the Binsina
But that test of her love never came; for
one sign that he is mending.
‘¢ Grundy Archer was sitting in

kind of you.

A boy can use

Pg
of cottages: this

Tom.

sins, but may be made the foundations of
great virtue, if he be early taught that his
strength and power of control are given
him for the protection of weakness, and
the same faculties in defending and helping poor animals that he can in oppressin g
them ; and the pets of the nursery are valuable for teaching that very lesson.

WE
ly said, “What
a mice tow

to you, what thanks have ye?” answered

began to say.
tle purring song, to show how happy she
** What about it?" asked Grundy, quickis! So, Freddy dear,” says mamma, ‘‘there
ly.
is a right way and a wrong way to handle

Her heart

be afraid, and her @yes filled with tears.
Suddenly ther
Was a great outcry. The
frightened
fled:
doorways. A
pairof runaway. horses came “dashing down
the Street. The ‘people on the crossings
rushed to theside walk. No, one noticed an
unprotected little o
there, with

The "Family Circle.
in and stood

do is to use the pins in her toes.

ached with disappointment, the passers-by

But I know thgt, as well as for them, for me

Little Tiny Leigh came

nts that have been

auntie,

.down the corner and round the ab’nue.”

The drop was ready, and the erowd
Stood breathlessin the sun,
‘While pealed the prison bell most loud
Some eyes were wild, and some were

don't * goes, '"

, and Fred f6ols a new
‘langhing, * they go through the’ post-office.
| wid
her Ras Aw
Now run along and put yourself in a post- sensation. = He throws Pussyon the floor

BY HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH.

And that is best.

ye do good only to them that do good “Yoause yoy give 1t to the, and T could play
with the o tpi ow know,"

the baby gir) chuiokling delightedy.* “ Does Pussy™s patience gives out, ‘and ‘out ‘from| + “If

“ The Wine Cup. Did it All.”
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THE

that I bad not

been long in the

OT
" Then,” said he, pointing to the the shore,
sl
‘“ this ‘ere boat growed in that pumpkinpatch over yonder.*
‘* Growed in that pumpkin patch I I exsje. od
“ Growed
in that pumpkin<patch, on a.
punta ving. Mister, Fihie boat is a pumpI inrshell cut in two, That pateh is where
t grow

Whore, overar by that barn ?"§ I inquired.

“That aint no barn,” he answered;
“unless you choose to call itso. That's a
pumpkin, too. But I'made a hele in the
end on't and let the stock inside; and When
the wet season sets in, why, you see, I plug
up the hole and let ‘em winter there.
ey
come out awful fat in the spring.
That
Frostiovinsh squash over yonder I'm bol.
ve in.”

‘“ Are these the growth
of the, season?”
T asked.

“ We don’t have no such difference here:
on the San J
n as grows seasons, and
them others.
ings) Sp on
win’ all
the time till we
Ry

Now, my little readers, you know Jesus
loved children, and said, * Suffer little
As I was
ng ani of
ferryman,
children to come unto me, and forbid them
not; for of such is the kingdom of heaven.” he gave me a pumpkin seed, with. the re‘mark that I might pthc the folks in the
He is waiting to hear and to answer your East with it; but before twenty-four honrs
prayers; and, even if you can not go to the had elapsed 1 came near having a ealasity
meeting-hcuse, God can bless you in your by reason ef it myself.
It was in this wise. After riding sev eral
closets.
Go and pray, ‘ O Lord! for Christ's sake hours in the sun, I was so overcome by
drowsiness as to find it impossible to keep
pardon my sins, and prepare me for thy in the saddle, and, dismounting, lay down
kingdom ;” and wait for an answer. Be to vest. I could not have slept more than
willing to give up your sins, and to love twenty minutes when, on.ng:
1 found
the air,
and serve Jesus all the days of your life," wig Didi to a
upon wh
pale a smooth,
and he will save you. Why, he loves you and
hard
ce. Below me inin the distance
and he died to save you, my little readers. were cities and
sin
He will never leave you so long as you trust cloud enveloped me
its fois"
at h
in him.—Youny Pilgrim.
befallen me? It was soon ‘explained.
The
pumpkin seed had
sprouted, yielded fruit,

and here 1 was high
pumpkins. Fortunately,

“A Child’s Idea of Prayer,
—

Little Nellie, who

OB

was only four years

ir upon. one of the
the stem was near

me, and carefully ;
reached terra firma in tet.

the vine I
Sully resolved

old, no sooner saw work laid aside than she to flee from the So
.
postage stamp still clung to her shining:
* One, two, ‘free, four, aigen” pounted | forehead. ‘The crowd looking on, noted jt and were 2s busy as bees, scratching up a Maud's blue hat-strings fluttering out be- ran to her mother's knee and claimed & seat
The Vienna
nna FExhibition.
there. Mrs. Leeli
to her lap, and
Tiny, who always cherished the belief that with curious eyes. 1t had done its work row of peas which were just appearing hind.
“ amen” stood for a full stop, and made well. Ah me Tthe little ** letter” had gone above ground, snd devouring them by
went
on
busily
thinking
of
her
duties
and
And now for two long weeks no mes
The Coliseum of Bo
Boston shrinks mto
cares, while she rocked herself and Nellie
use of it accordingly.
safelyto papa and to
Folks.

¢¢ Vat for you write letters, Auntie?”

*¢ Oh, to send to my friends,” ‘responded
auntie, bending over her work and speaking
in a voiee that seemed to issue from her
eyebrows.
“ Vhere is your friends?” pemdvered the
child.
°

gasping their last on the unfortunate

row

Maud sat in her little chair by the fire,
with a very thoughtful face.

remember much that happened in the
first
or the second ‘one, as his isa pretty
short memory.
So that Fred's observations on matters and things this summer
have all the freshness of a first experi-

of peas.
The fowls were Tom Carter's. They had
escaped from their place of confinement,

‘t Granpa,” said she, ‘“ shall I have to
keep on loving God, if he tnakes little Robbie die?

‘had strayed into Grundy’s garden.

then,”

ence.
This summer, Fred's golden

ward

of his mortal life.

time wasin the heart of a very

been

description and did not hear,

ed them ; but vot till wo fine hens were

Of course, he doesn’t

sheared :—beautiful,

curls have

enchanted

blos-

soms of infancy, they have fallen into ahox

she

which mamm# keeps privately te remind
her of her vanishing baby. Then Fred has

again, this time touching auptie’s elhow by
way of experiment, which so far as auntie

been - moved into ‘the : country, -and his
was concerned, resulted in a bold upward round, blue eyes are
ng rounder and
stroke, at ‘an acuté angle with the last higger eyery hour, with
new and. wonder
*¢ hair line,” and she looked up, really out ful experiénces, |
’
of patience at last.
* Most, striking smong them and most
“0 Tiny,”
she. said, * what a little puzzling
to Fred, is Pussy. Not
a big cat,
mis—". but she stopped: suddenly. —Therge but
a kitty, of those tender years corres-

was such a look of appeal in the soft blue
eyes fixed anxiously upon her, that she
could not find it in her heart to visit any

ponding to Fred's

she is, seen now

u on is very busy just now,
and you must
not dis
her.

day
ic fuadvale
serving

make

pure blood ahd

darling,
Another

dently

send

you

tose kit, of

mouse-color, with a

Puss

belongs

to

the

celebrated

bo 1

Eagerly Freddy seizes her; he hugs her
examines

the wonder;

he

in vain; he
pokes

his fat

little fingers into Pussy’s bright eyes; he
opens her mouth and looks at her pink

to

mamma.”
So she took a postage stamp

time, , serenely

very tight,
and Pussy squirms

face;
* see, 1 will
and

glossy

White Star Line !

the ‘Took ‘of disappointment that
letter
..of you

Whata wonder

little white breast-pin‘in her bosom! Evi-

16Here[500 I” added
Jost a8 muck
as
she, ob-

stole oyer the) sunny

og.

for th

walking. on. all-foars hy.

n, head, so
aha ony Kinefhe. omy 1 Doin
a

tongue. + He tends hér ~a little ‘while with
out of ‘the

and, trying to make the best of their liberty,

From that time the two neighbors and

their wives were as cool as cucumbers

to-

‘1 think

you want to love him even

he replied,

“Do

you

love

me,

Maud?”
“Oh,

yes,ever 80 much,” she said,earnest-

ly. *I thought yon knewI did, grandpa;”
Archer's garden begsn to a wear neglects | and she ran to him, and, climbing upon his
ed look. ‘After the autumn crops were knee, threw her arms around his neck and
gathered in, it became more and more of a gave him several loud kisses, as though the
wilderness.. Weeds overran the empty sudden discovery of his doubt on the subject
beds, and there ‘wis no attempt to eradicate made her long to assure him at once.
each

other.

A

few

months

to and fro.
For a time Nellie amused herself very
quietly by winding a string in and out
through her fingers ; but presently she began talking to herself in a low tone :—

“When I say my prayers, God says, ‘Hark,
nugels, while I hear a little noise.)™

thet;
==no"taraing
up the ground
to" pre:
pare it for fresh ¢rops. "Winter came; and
the gooseberry-bushes, and the currant
bushes, and apple-trees were left uncut.
Spring was coming on, and the gardens
looked more. desolate than ever,

Grundy Axcher had fallen from the top of
a wagon, broken his leg and two or three

“Yes, I thought you loved your poor old

Her

mother asked her what noise was that.
‘A little girl’s noise. Then
angels
will do just so (shutting her mouth very
tight and keeping very still for a moment),
till T say amen.”—Elihu Burrit.

later,

«Mo

Jesus Is wid Me.”
| cr

oe.

Do you ever feel afraid or cry when
alone, especially if it is dark?

left

“Yag,” you

say? Let me tell you a short story
poor Indian woman.

of a

Mollie Zooket, as she was Gilad, lived
gray-headed grandpa a little,”he continued ;
atthe time of the early settlement of Maine,
‘“ but why?”
She hesitated a little, and ‘then stammmered
out, as though she thought it was not the
best of reasons, ‘Oh; you give me things,

and. let mé ride Dobbin, and feed the chickens, and "Maud
patiseders there's so
much I can’t tell it.”
Grandpa went on :—
What if I should give you, AW

ribs, and for months was lying in bed helpless.
He was pretty well cared for by his master and the parish together ; but his garden, new doll, and a pink dress, and a little
d for that. ri thimble, and a sugar rabbit like cousin
the pride of his life, nobody
wee part bear to see 1t “50,” sald Tom Emma's, and a china tea-set, and all the
Carter one day to his wife. ¢ 'Tisn’t doing pretty things you wanted to make you comas we would be done by.
Tl take a spell fortable and happy,”-—Maud’s eyes sparkled
at poor Grundy's garden myself.”
at the very thought,—*“ and then to-morrow
“ @ doesn't deserve it, though,” said I should take away the little tea-set, ‘and’
Mrs. Carter; who was thinking of her two lay it up so you would not hurt it, amd
should tell syou, ‘By and by, when Fou
dead hens.”
“ The Bible tells us to bear one another’s come to live with me, you will find it all

her held 1p, and thew for wvariety's sake,
little drawer, and
g the flossy curls, he tends her with her heels up and her head burdens,” said Tom.
pastedit right the center of Tiny's ‘hanging down. Then it occurs
*¢ Grundy wouldn't have put out his little
to him that
‘smooth white forehead. |
Pussy’s tail is a nice handle to carry her by, finger fo bear one, of ours,” suid Mrs. Car“1 don'¥know where@loters goes, sid and he tries that experiment. At last ter,
"@
wen

sage
had been sent from the sick room at

the thick of the offenders, and soon dispers-

, Little Fred is now in the third summer

ie, again, ‘who by this

« How does {his letter go? hd

wholesale. He did not wait to put on the
rest of his‘clothes, but, rushing down stairs

home, and the little girl knew that grandpapa and grendmamma were very anxious
about the little sufferer.

Pins in Puassy’s Toes.

" + Doss | the
“ Yes,” responded i ig
A
‘“ Would a letter go to papa ™

go

Young

in ‘a fury, he made a sadder onslaught into

“Evi
- said. auatio, who -heppened to beVing that word at that mp-

44 Xes,”

God.—Our

bright and whole; ’ should you go away

and say, ‘I can’t love grandpa any more,
He took away my tea-set, and I want it’?"

“Oh,

no sir, ” Maud

answered quickly,

rather insignificant rope
portions by the side
of the new Expos
Palace fn Vienna,
which gonsists of a nave 8,000 foo long and

82 feet broad, intersectedat

n-court

adjoining.

Each

it belongs will be marked over the entrance,

and thus the source of intermingble confusion in former exhibitions will be avoided.
Moreover, the different countries will oocupy the transepts from east to west, ex-

actly as they le geo

tplically from east to

west on the face of the globe. Thus Japan
will occupy the extreme -eastern division
and the United States the most western one.

i Jo.the idle af hint long, low fine of
uildings rises

the

structural

woods.

rest are 80 feet high, while

one said to her,

“Mollie, are a you not afraid to live all alone
80

‘Me no lone, » she repiied.
“Why y¢s you dre,

Mollie,

you

do not
i

ure

of the exhibition, pani Rotunda, which
when finished will
building
in the wer!

One day some

Sysop

Cry a an independent entrance from
rk, and the name of the country to which

near the village of B.' She was vary poor,

living by herself: in a miserable but in the

angles by

52 transeta. , each 2
fet lon pa
feet
.
een t
and thg
navy
lie garden-courts, which will also be
srg
or ox
SXpibition
u
The
seve
1
ill sach
ey ‘one or
more-o.
rantepts allotted
it, toa
Cie
portion of the nav@and the

on which

the Bot

the Jargon roofed
iron columns

ge front structure
the

roof itself

Springs in one clear, unbroken span of 354

feet from pillar to pillar, The next largest
‘voof to this is that of St.: Paneras Railway

station in London, which is only 240 feet.

The root is conical in sha , and will be
have any one in the hut with you!"
‘utilized as the principal
tectural feature
“Me never lone!” she exclaimed, ‘“Me of the building. for where the cone of which
it consists narrows in to 100 feet in diameJesus is wid me”
ter, a.cylindrical lantern of the same diameChildeen, will you net. l¢
poor ter will sprin, from it and will contain the
Mollie that you can not be ‘alon
Jesus windows for
lighting up the interior! The
is your friend P AHH to u¥ all, is there not great lantern w ih be about 40 feet high, and
a lesson in this incident? . What if riches, will contain 80 ‘windows; which wll be arranged in the Roman ‘Renaissance style.
friends, everything, are swept away in a Its roof williconsist of a second iron ‘cone,
moment ? + We can not be poor or
alone, if out of which will 8
a second lantern,
we can feel “Me Jesus is ‘wid me.”
surmounted by the (im
crown of
of
bi
i
Austria. The total hight from floor to
On one occasion John Howard found that summit will be 2560 feet, It will be sur-

he had a stirplug at the end of the year,
He proposed to his wife that they should
spend it upon a tour through the Continent,

Ca,

>

>

A

roundedby a quadrangular blogk of buildings, consisting of two of the transepts on

the east:and west, and the two grand facades
and entrances on the north and
south.
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«of ‘the rainbow ; so that the attempt to estimate & star's rate of approach or recession

by its color would

fail, even tho:

we

knew the star's real color, and even

triend lying upo
preached at his burial

tered the fashionable saloon ‘of Delmonico

of divine genius,

and

for that

ig for many years deaplary Obristian life,
where he lived for
con of the church in Lynn
ly one sister and jue
half a century. He le

sickness his soul was staid on God, ready, wait

or you never

are sold
ers can
rooms.
are let

also,
as Margaret Fuller say of nature—
she does
like to. be
at. You
must not rudely lift its veil, or go prying
with unbaptized eyes into its secret places,
feel its bea:

and

Atlantic

power,

Garden in

the

per week, and often 1000 custombe counted at once, in its spacious
When we say that the best stores
for drinking saloons, that nearly

the rainbows, and come awa
the glory of thé place, So

approaching.
ow, Dr. Huggins had been able, nearly
4

Still, he was

Were ne

with

some

degree of confidence that Sirius is receding
rate

exceeding

twenty miles

In order that he might

method to other

stars,

per

-ed to gather as much i ghtas possible with.

that aperture, ‘Suitable spectroscopic ap* pliances were also prov
for the" delicate
work Dr. Huggins was to undertake. It
was but last winter that the instrument was

ready for work; but

already Dr. Huggins

has obtained the most wonderful Wri, or
the stars with its aid. He finds that many
of the stars are traveling far more swiftly

than had been supposed.

Arcturus,

for

example, is traveling toward us at the rate
of some fifty miles
second, and, as his
thwart-motion is
fully as great (for this
star's distance has been estimated), the actual velocity with which he is speeding
through space can not be less than seventy

miles per second.
with co

Science

literature

Other stars are moving
g velocities.
— Popular

has

M

Bro. 8. experienced a
Years and 11 months,
since. which
ope in Christ at 34 years of age,
time he has been a devoted and active member

of the Freewill Baptist church. His widow informed the writer that for all these years he was

«

any other French writer,

The Chinese burial
ground at Lone Mountain was the theater
the other day of a general observance of these customs.
y

He

has

The
prayer.
never known to meglect family
church and a large circle of relatives and friends
He
Israel.
the loss of this father in
deeply feel

pro-

found, but not complete, knowledge of the
human heart; he knows its deep workings,

has gone to the Christian’s reward. It is hoped
that the example and counsel of his ‘godly man
R.F.F.
may lfongbe remembered.

sees into its penetralia, behelding it in
are usually performed twice a year, on the and
it in part,
15th of February and the 15th of July, ac- full, but comprehending
GEORGIE A., daughter of John Dame,of Durare ham,
understand joy; his
died in Manchester, Mar, 11, aged 21 years.
cording to their calendar. At an early hour does pot contrast
of
e
a
is
glory
his
;
by
ho tie experienced religion at Portsmouth una long procession of carriages and
9 lights
With him nature is reversed, der the labors of Mr. Durant, about three years
wagons moved toward the cemetery
from shadows.
light is the absence of darkness, not dark- before her death, Uniting with the F. Baptist
the Chinese quarter. Every one was filled
with Chinamen, some of the wagons being

overloaded.

In the latter were

ness the absence of light; that is, light

negative and darkness positive,

the offerings

to the ground. Joss sticks and ¢rimson wax
tapers were lighted and stuck in the sand
purpose of
‘on the fombsy he Infier for the
nce and officious ine
discouraging
terferences of evil spirits, or those who had
been foes on’ the earth of the dead. The
{

piuycrs
ealth,

, were in

to the
and

Some

ing the departed of all the ingredients of
the offerings, the names of the donors, and
a petition fo them to come and partake.
paper,”
They there were piles of ‘‘mone
iy epresenting eopper, silverand gold, accordpiece of paper
in to the color of a little
8 to k in the center of each sheet. This is

init.

or tea

aud ricé, and deposits them in a side dish
for

the

enjoyment

tory

of the

poor

spirits. At the conclusion of the sacrificial
edibles that have not been
all the
ceremonies,

.cast upon the groun are athered up agdin,
replaced in the wagons, abd returned to the

tosis
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ern bizds whose beauty is in their wings.
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en-

by Elder Caverly, uniting with the church of
which he remained aa amember until the Master

Miss

Miss
Miss
Miss

to

bythe writer from Phil, 1: 2224.

the log in the time that it floats its length.
1t is said that Thoreau knew the relative order of the flowering of all the plants in the
Concord woods, and knew the noteof
every bird, and a thousand other out-of-the-

Jesus.
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hristian work

example

presence,

and

Yocal

uccess of the new church.

place in the Sabbath school and conference meetngs. ' The Sabbath was to him a day upon’ the
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-, | terrified,
he ran away, and informed
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for the water-eress girls
London.
A railroad in the valley of the Nile is conte.
plated, so the ghosts of the Pharaohs

may soon

be startled by the sereaim of the locomotive.
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berlain, who, although disheligving, the story,

caused

the

passages -to ‘be occupied.

The next

night the apparition wad seén By several persons,
disappearing, - however, ' almost. immediately.

But, on a subsequent occasion,anothef sentry, of
firmer nerves, on seeing the figure advancing
towards him, barred the

passage, on

‘which the

specter fled, and the, soldier, pursuing and over-

| takitig it, wrosteated it by a bayonet thrust
through the back. Gendarmes came tp at that
moment,

‘von is at ghost was a
Privy baywit
y
for a priest.

(and other distinguished

fo sl for S00

ments of the: late Archduchess Sophia.

pretended
bea-dless Soh ve at first taken

Stand forth,

y “ black, saw-bellied

tribe, though in no other respect does it resemble a salmon, there being positive scriptural differences between the species. Let us take the
portrait of this fish. Doubtless the reader fig-

arrested,

Charles XV., King of Sweden, died on at St. Retorsbuzg.
Wednesday. evening.
The journals of Vienna ‘selate. «mysterious
The American gentlemen connected with! the: | occurrence which took place some weeks
in
Geneva arbitration have united in a letter of the fnperial palaée, and which has not yet
thanks for the attentions shown them by the Joga) cleared up. ~ A sentry saw 4 female figure dn a

away to his lair, there to

salmon (Serra salmo ny er; of Schomburgk ; so
called, doubtless, from
the possession of the peculiar adipose fin, common only to the salmon

known, but it has been malicinosly insinuated

‘Seraphim has now been

spils_ steadily

are a little short of the marvelous.

that as the female, members only of the sect were
so treated, the object was to ‘enablé its founder

for chignons,

who, gripping
.his bedy -crosswise. in his

their size and apparent capability are taken into
consideration, that their feats of destructiveness

have resolved to support Rivero for president of to make a handsome. income by selling their hair

the Cortes and Wigioroli
Senate.
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In an agony of

in packs,
as does the bonito chase the flying fish,
and one perhaps of the fibrcest, most savage, and
resolute
of ‘these is thie: Piri, of South America.
So fierce and savage are these little pivates, when

ng'to his order. Seraorben
and very ‘convenient

ooukbenter
he pie

instinet.

devour his prey at leisure,
:
Other fish hurt their food, like dogs or wolves,

ago by a monk pamed Seraphim,’ who bad
A letter
as been received at Bombay from Dr. time
run away from his monastery
a considera-

Livingstone, dated
July 2, 1872. ‘He was till at
Unyanyembe, well;
waiting - the :arrival
Sy Secondwilll
”
Edmond About has been arrested near Stras-

with unerring

mouth,
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discovered at Pskoff, ..It was founded a short

ures to himself a fish of “a lean and hungry
look,” a very

Cassius of a fish, with the lantern-

Jaws of a pike. But, in fact, the pirai is somewhat aldermanic and ‘like a bream in figure,
with a fighting-looking kind

of nose, and a won-

drously expressive .eye—cold, cruél, and insatiable, and like to that of an old Jew bill-discounter
when scrutinizing doubtful paper. There is 70

or 80 per cent. in thut eye at the very least, and
ruin to widows and orphans unnumbered if they
come in its way. If it were a human eye,the owner would be bound sooner or later to figure at Execution Dock. The jaw is square, powerful, and
locked into a very large head for the size of the
fish; and thet is a fat, plump head too, but radiated over with strong boné and gristle. The
teeth—uah! they would condemn him anywhere,
for here is a fish 16 inches

almost of a shark,

long,

with the

teeth

Popular Science Monthly.

and, discovered that th e.

He wis mottally wounded.

then the employés of the

court

Since

have mdintained

an absolute silence oft the event, and the soldier
has been ‘put, in prison. and locked up in an iso-
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inated “ cows,” without reference to
ing bred or noty
. 4. That uncastrated males
under

old be denominated, * bull-calves,”
year old or over, ‘‘ bulls.”
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Tree

Culture

in, California.

or
The legislature of California has passed an act,

the object of which ds to encourage the culture
It provides

be

readily

and intelligibly

used,

‘all one

and three years old, and they-are not unfrequent-

into rings in premium lists will be’ clearer, Jess
variable,

and

more

easily

comprehended

and

adhered to, if founded upon age and sex dione,
than if made to depend at a upon, thee guextion
of maternity
‘
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farm js a world

little ‘or nothing, comparatively.

pose, for example, we were to #sk ‘you
your farm,~could you tell us with

in
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horses

Aarm,~their mames,
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injurious

not,

to

you

or

plants they live, when
pear, and how long

habits,

what ‘trees or

and haw

often they ap-

stay,—ecould

you

seots, ete., which

may be

gathered:

but not more than a 1000 seedlings

within your

‘bonndary: fences, could you show them tous?
And yet, if you wereto undertake to acquire
the knowledge we have suggested by these inquiries, you would. find your life too short; yet
the knowledge “you ‘would gain, the interest you

to one person the same year. For these purposes he is authorized to expend $3000 per annum.

8. Thatthe Supervisors in each county shall

’

Never

Why

value

speak ill of another belind

his back,

should you consider his character of less
than your own? Speak

of others

as you

would were they present; speak as friend of

him who
self.
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#ved 5,000 pounds of honey in thirty-six days
‘from forty hives of his Italian bees,
,
One farmer in California duping last season
trapped and gkinned 80,000
squirrels,
selling
the skins for making gloves, at
¢. each.
The Massachusetts Ploughman advises feeding turnips or other sueculent food early,as

feet, then take 5-12 of ‘this product, and you wiki

could you tell us? Suppose we ask yor how
many speciés of insects are to be found on your

$725
Third que.ihide, tar-
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cost of $15,000 a year and expenses,
One thousand umassorted California

To méasite

names, habits and bistory? Suppese we ask you
how many species of plants are indigenous on
your farm, and the names of these plants, time
of flowering, color .of flowers, soil and. locality
in which ‘they grow,~could you tell us? Suppose we were to ask you how many species of
birds visit your farm every. year, the time of
their arrival and departure, their habits while
with you, their names dod habits while ‘absent
fronfi\your locality the balance of the" ‘year,—
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with ‘water several degrees warmer than (hie

it is all hum-drum; routine, 4nd hard ‘work,
no relaxation of effort and nothing to stimalaty
the mind.”
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ied. “Thiers 1s

many kinds of grasses, —real grasses, —grow
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Amosphere in which they are grown.
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to you that it is not the farm that isa hitThe
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2: Fat the Stats Forrester shalt collect, ex- “dull place, but it is you who are dull 1=Moore's | ION the
Sufife, grow, and import seeds and seedlings of ‘Rural New Yorker,

| constitute a forest. board, to aid in properly dis-
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week

were

[The yolk of an égg rubbed thoroughly into
Talking with a very bright and ambitious
young womsin, a farmer’s danghter, where we the hair, and then washed out with soft water,
stopped over night, she said farming was a dull -cleanses the scalp and hair remarkably.

everything for & wd
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were sold at Los Angelos lately. at
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per head, to 5 iv toto Montana, i”
All house-plants are better for being watered

Farming a Dull Business.

est commissioners, and that a State Forrester WOUTd “s6bn take in it, and the knowledge of
your own impotency you would acquire, would
shall be appointed by them at 8 salary of an
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things considered, the distinction ‘ahd division.
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Oranges and lemons

the larger thoroughbred fpeeds, . short-horns
and Herefords, to become dams at between two

lated cell.

land, its sky, its institutions, its very faults. His
country,
1ight or wrong,” is the motto of the

diabetes,
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A strict ‘buttermilk diet it “is said will cure

It is usual
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Items.

‘year

of forest and timber trees.

1. That the Governol’ shall “appoint thrée for-

in aun eloguent

“ peril

Oruaco

tect small hi~ds from being snared and shot,

thei- hay-

now among ‘good breeders, whether
the: best
practice or not, to permit. females, especially of

terror, the poor little quarty springs again and
again frantically from the water, only to fall ex~
hausted into the gaping jaws of his ravenous

made
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re 50.@ 123

ine:
Hyon, “ » 4 H %
| 4BB. Ayres.... 2748... 2 Sone gee 2s i
or 45

|'During this ‘Hine he feeds hid 'Foung 266 ttmes,

8. That females over two years old, be dénbm-

fellows, hoping to be lost sight of in the crowd
and confusion; but the grim foe behind is not to
be bafled or deceived, and, singling him out and

den squall of wind in their fright, follows up his

without it the relaétance vanished, and now the
carbolie
acid is reportad to bein great demand.

The thrush is said to work or Eiih Fastlane 1
ng uritil 9:80in the ‘evenitig, or nineteen notes

calf” be applied only 10

Using these terms as indicated any qiialifidation
desirable or intended to limit competition dan

tions, ruffling the surface of the water like a sud-

or twe cures with the acid and one or #0 deaths

Pig GOs ce sene :
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T
Sheet and Pipe ye
1
Lhe

smal b

those males or females under one year 01d, and Blackbids work séventeen_
hours, The male
that the sex be designated by the prefix “ bull?
feeds the young forty-four times, and the female
or *‘ cow,” this’ *bullicalf” or **gow-call.” fir. five times per day. The
industrious fitIn claiming names for thorough-bred cattle these mouse manages
io spread 417 meals a day before
words are invariably - used,—~never. heffer—calf.” its yoracidus
offspring. According to one natn2. That females between the agesof one and, ralist, their
food consists largely of cateipillars.
two years be denominated * heifers,” without
These sta’ ements, and a hundred more quite as
reference to their having'bred or not.
curious, were

to every motion, following close upon. bis track,
and cutting him off exactly as a greyhound does
a hare. Now he rushes among a shoal of his

scattering the small fry, which fly in all divec-

reluctant to submit to the treatment,but at er one

The eldest brother of the Pope is dead.
Three more Parks FOmR: were yCXeented
We
ye:
The trannd Dike Alex’ fis
fn arrived at Hong

hunt their prey
and the way in

as a greyhound coursing a ha
Now “the unhappy lite fish turas from’ side to side in its efforts to escape, while its pursuer bends and turns

of small -pox cured by the external.application of

FOREIGN.

Gn.

fish which
and trout,

which a large pike or trout will course and run
down a smaller fish resembles nothing so much

of

Fnthorities in

The India Medical Gazette reports some

a

that Hunt.

There are’ many
singly, as the pike

emigration to America, the Prussian government has enjoined sehoolmasters generally, who

Henry Clay, and wisa leader in the: whig party,

LEN

Fish

banker establihedin Paris,

champion in the
eral Congress, forhe was very
active in preventing'the secéssion of Kentueky iin
1861. He was an © time personal
of

Chicago.

Scottish American Journal.

Mrs. Howand’s princely residence, Chateau de
Beauregard, near Versailles, for which the Emperor. Napoleon gave $1,000,000, has just been
sold for $120,000; it: was ‘bought by: a ‘German

Breckenridge. The’ election of Mr. Davis a
not, however, fully ¢
pe
the

thén

sance aud prejudioé to the neighiborhdod.”

1, Thatthe word

shout

recently Béén Tuid before the En me vis Hn | mr

writer inthe county and circuit courts of his dis- | ~ Prince Bismark always, promengdes in fall} yield, the prices for every description of farm | nearerthdn any other, the general understandtrict, and was’ admitted to the barin’ 1823, where | uniform, white gloves and sword, and merely | produce are unprecedently high 3 64s] per qr, for | ing on this subfect, we suggest the following,

he atfaiped distinction ‘and-a leading ‘practice. | nods
to those who dof when he approaches.
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